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ROCKLAND BATTERS CUT LOOSE
TWO WARSHIPS COMING

THREE-TIM E8-A-WEEK

HOME

ALL THE

Secretary MacDonald of the
Rockland Chamber of Com
merce yesterday received a tele
gram from Senator Hale stat
ing that the scout cruiser Mil
waukee and destroyer Lampson
would arrive Thursday, the
29th, and remain until after
Memorial Day. This is very
pleasing to the local committee
which had scarcely dared to
hope for more than one ship.
The Memorial Day para di will
be considerably augmented by
the coming of two craft.

NEWS

Subscription $3 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.

NKWSl’APBR HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1&46.
In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was ostablishcd In 1855, and
in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
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Wisdom calms and appeases the —•
«. storms and tempests of the soul.— <•
♦ iMontaicue.

•••

.,.

WHERE IS THE KLINCK?

Marion Star—The trouble with the
Anxiety is felt for the three-masted
Mellon tax-reduction plan was that
It was too good to meet the approval schooner George E. Klinck, of New
Ignition, which has not been rei»rted
of a small-caliber Congress.
since leaving Vinalhaven, May 2. for
Manufacturers Record-Liberty for New York, with a cargo of stone.
the worker to quit also means liberty Ordinarily she could make the voy
age in a week or ten days, but now is
■for the employer to hire.
out three weeks. It is thought she
may have been caught in a gale and
Tonight at the Grange Hall. Glen- drifen offshore. The George E. Klinck
cove—Dance by Marston’s.—adv.
carries a crew of six men.

WHERE EVERYBODY MEETS EVERYBODY

PARK

Theatre

ALL

WEEK
MATINEE 2:00.

EVENING 7:30.

ENTIRE CHANGE OF SHOW

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY

TOM 'ANDERSON
: AND HIS :

.

“BEAUTY REVUE OF 1924”
HARRY LEFF, MADELINE BUCKLEY,

TOM LYNCH, BERT GRANT,
BOBBY DUNN and othert
| CALIFORNIA PEACH CHORUS |
—IN CONJUNCTION—

[ JACK HOXIE in “RIDGEWAY OF MONTANA”
PRICES__ EVENINGS
■

■

............................................................. 35c, 50c
■— MATINEE ............................................................. 25c, 35c

Try a Kineo
Pipeless Furnace
AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED
I am willing to put one
of these into any home, if

for

suitable

a

one-pipe

furnace, with the guaran
tee to satisfy or take it
out.

The KINEO is tho

best

constructed

one'pipe

of

furnaces,

the

very

heavily built throughout.
It is low only in price, not

in quality.

The difference

is in profit only.

20 meh $175.90

22 inch $185.00
All Set Up
We have cheaper heaters,

but recommend the Kineo.

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

278

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

OREL E. DAVIES
OLDEST GRADUATE OPTOME

TRIST IN

KNOX COUNTY

(April 15, 1896)
And fitting comfortable glasses at the

right price ever since.
70Tu&Stf

One customer who buys our granite by the carload writes:
“I consider your Lincolnville Granite the best in the State,
for monumental work.”

Let us prove to you that it is the best for hammered dies and
bases

Insist^>n the genuin Lincolnville granite for ail bases,

whether hammered or rock faced.

WlllIAM E. D0RNAN & SON
Dealers in All Kindt of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work,

Telephone Connection

T-tf

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, May 27, 1924.

EAST UNION, MAINE

OPPOSES INTOLERANCE

Tuesday
Issue

Volume 79................. Number 64.

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE MEMORIAL DAY PLANS

JAMES WIGHT

The telegraphic announcement of
James Wight’s death, which reached
Rockland just as The Courier-Gazette
was going to press Saturday, brought
much sorrow to the hundreds who
Church.
Vinalhaven.
’ "It is to be greatly regretted that
knew the beloved musician and
«
I
in a primary political campaign an
naturalist.
'Plans
for
tile
Memorial
Day
obhall,
where
Memorial
program
will
be
The directors of the Rockland with Knight, and the force of the issue .so called, should have been
“Uncle Jimmy,” as everybody af
held outdoors.
fectionately knew him, passed his 94th
Baseball Association had a lively impact not only knocked the sphere raised in regard to the appropriation Ecrvanee in this city have practiRalph
W.
Brown,
birthday Feb. 2. Health had long
session in Legion hall last night, out of the catcher’s hands, . but of money for sectarian schools,” says cally been completed, and good
Marshal.
stunned the Rockland backstop for a
been failing, but a marvelous consti
weather seems to be the only thing
• • • •
completed its organization, accepted few minutes.
Rising gained the Hen. Frank G. Farrington in his latution positioned his demise far be
that is now needed in order to have
Arthur L. Orne is chairman of the
the constitution as drawn and laid next two batters, but those two runs, test address,
yond the allotted span of life.
"It is useless to evade one of the most successful obser
committee delegated to receive the
The deceased was a native of Low
plans as to financing the proposi looked pretty large.
the real facts. Had It not been true vances in many years. The cele officers of the warships, who will be
There came a partial redemption
ell. Mass., and was 29 years of agb
tion.
It is estimated that $500 will
in the 5th when Knight after being that two Catholic sectarian schools bration is again in the hands of An entertained at the Country Club, of when he came to this city and estab
be necessary and it will be obtained passed, and stealing second, scored on in Maine were receiving a small derson Camp, 8. of V., which se which ho is president.
lished the machine shop, which he
Edwin Libby Belief Corps, the
tomorrow, Judging by the go-getters Massalin's splendid line drive which amount of money from the State, lected as its committee of arrange
conducted until infirmity compelled
such an issue, as it is called, would ments two past division commanders, Veterans Auxiliary and Daughters of his retirement from active work. An
sailed
over
the'head
of
Camden
’
s
as

who head up the two teams operating
Any fair E. C. Moran and Arthur L. Orne and American Legion Auxiliary, Sons of early Interruption to his work came
The coach never have been raised.
the drive.
Fred C. Black will lead tonished left fielder.
failed to hold Massalin on second, and mi: ded person, no matter how be i past camp commander, Wilbur S. Veterans are requested to meet at with the intervention of the Civil
the group which is to solicit funds
Ames threw the runner out at third. may feel on the question, must ad Cross. This committee has prepared Grand Army hall Thursday at 2 p. m. War. With the outbreak of hostili
and Thomas H. Chisholm will head
It is idle to the following program, which will be to make arrangements for the enter ties he enlisted for service in the Sec
The Cth inning was full of promise mit that this is true.
up the membership drive.
for Rockland. Thornton led off with say that it was intended to relate to presented on the Grand Army lawn, tainment of the sailors.
ond Regiment Band. His musical
A game has been arranged for Me
The Camden and Thomaston bat education as a boy had been some
a double.
F.'td Stewart’s fly was all sectarian schools, whether pro- commencing at 2.30. with Cornmorial Day by Manager "I’a” Wot- handled very nicely by the omni- [ te tant or otherwise.
It is a most mander William P. Hurley of Edwin teries of Coast Artillery have been what crude—such as one might pick
ton with a team from the U. S. 8. present Ogier.
invited to take part in the program.
Murphy’s single ad- ! deplorable thing that an attempt has Libby Post, G. A. It. presiding,
up at an old fashioned singing school,
• « * *
Milwaukee for Memorial Day.
It vanced Thornton to third.
Frank | D*' n made to have people believe Music by Hand.
and a few lessons on an E flat bugle.
will be played late in the afternoon, Stewart waited Leonard out, tnd the 'That there is any danger confronting p“,s^~(Be¥ellle)’
Memorial
Sunday
Rev „
Browne
Hut music with hint was more than
4 o'clock, out of deference to the bases were full with only one down. I O>'’ public school system of Maine. c(,orllR
The local patriotic bodies marched a hobby, and the knowledge came in
High Sjjued
Memorial observance.
It is also to Ludwig hit to l^eonard who got * All fair minded people know that Cen. Losan’s Order establishing Memorial
in dismal weather to attend the Me stinctively. Wherbver a band ap
be particularly understood that this Thornton at the plate.
morial Sunday services in the First peared, in parade or any other oc
Best Knight there is no such danger.
The so- * Day.^
A R
is an exhibition game, a preliminary could do was a pop fly to Ogier, and 5 called issue has been raised simply
Veterans, American Legion Baptist church. Occupying the re casion, young Wight was sure to bo
with no regular line up. Those par an inning which had been so prolific i
served section of the auditorium on hand, and aft'-j- hearing a selec
the purpose of capitalizing that In Flanders Field,
ticipating in this gafne do not make I
.
4.
nrctiiHino in
Reply to HandersField,
were delegations from Edwin Libby tion a few times he was able to
in promise was barren as to scores. P1 ‘ Juaite in votes.
( horns.
HighSchool
the regular team, necessarily.
And then Kip Van Winkle came
“What I am opposing in this pri- Lincoln's GettysburgAddress, Abraham Fein Post, G. A. R., Anderson Camp, S. of whistle it correctly. He was 17 years
The matter of a Knox county or down out of the mountain's.‘‘Paste ; mary is
the spirit
ofintolerance
Decoration of Monument—Man'll by Hand. V.; Rtilph Ulmer Camp. 8. of V.; old when he came into possession of
Selection while at
ganization was discussed and repre that pill,” said Rip.
And when they ; which has been injected into the
Monument, Rev Winslow-Hoitirook-Post, A. L.; Ed his first musical instrument, a bugle
sentatives delegated to confer with got done pasting the pill 11 men had 1 campaign for the purpose of creating
eille and Firing win Libby IL lief Corps, American for which he paid $17. He was des
other towns and plan games. Charles batted, four singles and a triple had j prejudice and misunderstanding in
squad
Legion Auxiliary ;• Battery G, C. A. tined to bitter disappointment, how
Chorus.
Iljgli School
Thornton will attend to Camden.
been made, and these, combined with the minds of the people and the ob- Address,
Rev. H. 1. Holt of Camden C., and Boy Scouts.
ever, for his father was opposed to
Manager Wotton will look after
"America's* Mighty Men” was the his becoming a musician, the idea be
a passed ball and three errors, had taining of votes as the result of that Star Spangled Banner,
Thomasion and R. A. Webster will
BugleTaps,
title
of
the
special
sermon
preabhod
netted the savage horde of Rockland misunderstanding and prejudice. 1 Benediction,
ing firmly imbedded in his mind that
Rev. «. I’. Browne
negotiate with the Warren team offi
by tile pastor. Rev. 11. 1’. Browne, bandsmen were often intemperate, and
swatsmen six scores and four-run shall to the last continue to oppose
cials.
With this matter settled the
that. I can not believe that the peo
lead.
Captain Ralph W. Brown of Bat who chose has text from the quaint that the son might fall into evil ways.
management can go after outside
: Camden continued to accumulate ple of Maine are ready to approach tery G, 240th Artillery, who is to be Biblical tributes paid to David’s sol Tliu bugle was returned to its original
games.
diers. 1i They wert
were men who had an owner, and it was nearly two years
goose eggs, hut still mindful <ff Rip the solution or consideration of any marshal of the Memorial Day pa tilers,
Van's advice Riekland made four subject with any sort of bitterness rade in this city has issued the fol understanding off the times to know later before the ambitious music lover
ght to do; men who aguin took up the study. This time
or intolerance in their hearts.
The lowing general order relative to that what Israel ough
more tallies in the 9th.
could keep rank and were not of it was with a hired instrument, for
I SAW GEORGE LURVEY •
Camden’s page in the score book question of whether the Legislature feature of the day's program:
All organizations will report at the double heart, and who were famous which he paid $1 a month He used
• shows 2OKs, which, being translated, should have the right to grant money
at the Rockland-Camden game * means that Elmer Rising had 20 to sectarian schools is one that G. A. R. hall at 1 p. m. May 30. The throughout the house of their fa an instruction book for the purpose
fhould be settled calmly and with formation of the pqrade will he as thers.
in Camden Saturday, and I • strikeouts.
of learning the scale, but was soon
tBy special request of the American able to play a number of selections
out dis-ord, and I oppose with all follows:
saw a dismal expression trans- *
Resurgam.
Legion
officials
the
sermon
paid
the
strength
there
is
in
me
the
ef

form itself into a jubliant one •
The score:
“by ear." When he was 21 Mr. Wight
Captain Ralph W. Brown, Marshal
tribute almost wholly to .the Civil i bought a fine copper bugle from a
forts which are being made in Maine
when the
Rockland
team •
Rockland High
Aids
War
veterans,
to
whom
will
toe
today
to
create
a
false
impression
of
swung into the
lead.
Mr. •
Boston instrument maker, paying $45.
Band, 17. S. 8. Milwaukee
ab r bh tb po a e danger to our schools and at the
vouchsafed, but few more years for About this time the Lowell Brass
Lurvey is an ardent follower of •
Sailors, U. 8. Navy
Thornton 3b ... 5 2 1 2 3 0 0 same time to create in the hearts of
such
opportunities.
Eloquently
spoke
athletic sports, and if he goes *
Band secured the services of D. C.
Battery G, 240th Coast Artillery
Fd. Stewart ss. 61113001 the men and women of this State a
the pastor of their achievements, Hull, one of the best leaders In the
down to Pond Island fishing *
G. A. It. in Autos
Murphy 2b
.... 6 1 1 1 4 0 0 feeling of hostility and intolerance
and of the honor due them as the country, and he was so much pleased
this summer I fully expect that •
Spanisli War Veterans
Fk. Stewart lb. 4 113 0 10 toward any group or denomination.
last survivors of ti notable conflict. with the aptitude shown liy young
ho will take along an airplane *
American Legion
Ludwig cf............ 5 0 1 1 0 0 0
He told of the magnanimous spirit Wight as a pupil that he invited him
so as to be back here when *
Sons of Veterans
Knight c .......... 4 1 0 0 20 2 0
■ wn in. the forgiveness of their to become a member of his band. The
the umpire calls "Play ball!” *
Ladies Relief Corps G. A. R.
I Cameron If......... 4 2 1 1 0 0 1 . "Mv opponent, in his public utter
Southern brothers. The union was reading of music did not come readily
Gamble on one thing—George *
" Daughters of Veterans
Massalin rf .... 4 2 3 I 0 0 0 ances, has declared that in 1915 and
cemented by the successful conclus io him, but he was soon able to mas
Lurvey will always be shout- •
American Legion Auxiliary
Rising p .......... 15 1 2 2 0 0 0 prior to that date, a/id increasingly
ion of the war they had fought, by ter a quickstep.
ing for the home team.—The *
Sons
of
Veterans
Auxiliary
so in 1917, there was being an at
the magnanimous terms of peace,
Sporting Editor.
*
Shortly afterward he was called to
Second Division
44 11 13 17 27 3 2 tempt made on the part of a certain
and by the spirit of brotherhood,
Lewiston to organize a band. Re
Rockland
Military
Band
denomination to secure public funds
lit was a sufficient cause of honor hearsals were held on the Auburn side
Camden High
Rockland Fire Department
and that the danger was growing
that they had served under the of the river. Later he organized
ab r bh tb po a e
Boy Scouts of America
The League Standing
more threatening ail the time, but in
greatest man who looms on the "Wight's Band” on the Lewiston side.
Leonard p. ss .. 4 1 0 0 0
School Children
spite of that fact in 1917 he him
horizon of history—that masculine
The situation in the Knox and Lin Richards 2b ... 4 0 0 0 2
Mr. Wight’s fame as a bandmaster
Salvation Army
self introduced the Resolve in fa
massive, matchless, man, Abraham was by this time assured, and in 1859
coin League is gradually resolving Ames if ..
3 1 0 0 •
vor
of
St.
Joseph's
Academy
in
Port

The
p
.1-ade
will
start
at
1.30
p.
m.
Lincoln.
into just what most of the fans had Ogier ss. p
4 0 1 1 3
’ he was called to this city to direct
land, one of the two Catholic sec- The line of march will be over Union
•» 0 0 0 7
Mr. Browne said that the American the old Rockland Band. The invitaexiteeted—a contest between Thom- Rice lb ..
]
t
.dkn
schools
in
the
State,
and
had
street,
down
Park,
up
Main
stopping
Legion boys had sustained the tra tlon and Its acceptance led to an im-_-^~s|
aston High and Rockland. With live Daily rf ............ 4 0
1. 0
TTffir
Resolve
referred
to
his
own
Coma
t
the
Elk
’
s
Home
where
services
will
ditions of America, and that the portant epoch in his life. One of the
victories to her credit and not a soli Shortwell 3b
3 0 0 0 2
mlttee on Education and a favor- t,e held at the waterfront for soldiers country is safe in the keeping of the
tary defeat.
Thomaston appeal's to Gerrlrti cf ..
' 2 0 1 1 1
active members of this hand at the
able
report
was
made
which
granted
an(
j
sailors
who
died
at
sea.
The
younger generation. No nation and | time was Hon. N. A. Burpee. Mr.
he sitting easy, but the supporters of Skewe c ...
3 0 1 1 10
to
this
institution
the
full
amount
march
will
be
continued
up
Main
no tyrant dares challenge America Wight accepted an invitation to his
— — . — —»
Rockland High should be able to de
He now says street to Cottage, down North' Main today.
rive comfort from the fact that all of
30 2 4 4 27 8 6 of money asked for.
home und there met Miss Emma E.
that this shows his lack of prejudice. t0 Main, to Talbot avenue, to Broad
The church was decorated very Burpee, a talented pianist and or
her remaining games are to be played Rockland
0 0 0 0 1 0 6 0
’•ettily, Old Glory, of course, being ganist to whom he was subsequently
on the home ground. Assuming that Camden ..
0 0 0 2 0 0 0' 0 0— 2 It shows clearly that he knew no way, to Beech, to Lincoln, to Broad,
she again defeats the teams that she
Two base bits, Thqoi nton, Massalin. danger existed and he knows that no down Masonic to Union, to G. A. It. the outstanding feature.
| married, and who survives him.
has already beaten, and Thomaston Three-base hit,
Frank
Stewart. such- danger exists today.
“Undo Jimmy” and "Aunt Emma"
"I
am
offering
no
brief
for
any
wins two cf her remaining games, the Ba ses on balls, off Leonard 2, off
were inseparably related in the minds
denomination.
I am a Protestant is the regrettable situation that I
race will narrow down to the game Ogier.1.
Struck out, by Rising 20.
of local music lovers, and their con
myself, a member of a Protestant have referred to along this line.
If
between Rockland and Thomaston in by Leonard 6. by Ogier 3. Double
tributions to Rockland’s musical his
Church for 35 years.
I can not find nominated and elected Governor of
this city Saturday, June 7. If Thom- play, Thornton (unassisted), Passed
tory have been invaluable.
words in which to express my re Maine I shall stand for a spirit of
as ton wins that game, and the other balls. Knight 1, Skewe 3.
Returning to Rockland after the
Stolen
gret that there has been such a per f,ood will and harmony and peace
ccnditians have been fulfilled she will bases, Knight, Leonard, Ogier, Gerwar. Mr. Wight reorganized the old
sistent and constant endeavor to among the people of the State of
have undisputed possession of an rish. Hit by pitcher, Cameron,
bund. He went a step further by or
cloud the minds of the people and to Maine, without which there can
other pennant. But if Rockland wins Ames, Rice. Gerrish. Umpires, Ken
ganizing at the Congregational church
create the bitterness that has fol never be any progress or develop
and also wins the other games re nedy and Foster.
Scorer, Winslow.
with the aid of Miss Burpee, a quictet
lowed in the wake of this primary ment of our resources. I ani confi
• • • •
ferred to. the race would end In a tic.
choir, which adopted a higher staulcampaign.
To say that it is not dent that the people of the State of
JEFFERSON, ME.
,The Togus baseball team has reard of music. This choir he conducted
The standing:
intolerance, that it is not an attemirt Maine are not yet ready to be
[V c
for 25 years, and upon his retirement
Won
Lost
P.
C. sumed its Sunday games. Last Sun- to create bitterness and discord, is
from thut position the society pre
000 daY
defeated the Sabattus Fresh- idle talk. The claim that Protestant swept from their feet toy any false I
. 5
0
1.000
Thomaaton
doctrine or anything tiiat savors of
750 men 5 to 0. Gaudette’s pitching being
sented him with a lieautifully en
Rockland ..
3
schools are affected equally with intolerance and hatred, but that they
.100
feature. Before long the new
graved gold watch, which became one
Camden ...
Catholic schools is simply a subter will view filings In thoir true
of his most prized possessions.
.250 Rockland team will he making SunLincoln ...
fuge and an evasion, nothing more, light and is the spirit of love
in local musical circles the name of
.000 daY triVs over in that direction.
Vinalhaven
because my oppgnent has in his pub and tolerance, which is so needed in
Wight will endure for all time, be
lic speeches stiown to the Protestant these days of misunderstanding and
• ♦ • •
cause of the fact that Wight Philhar
Thomaston High defeated Vinal
sectarian schools how they can come deliberate and sulrtle attempts bo
haven High 13 to 1 in Vinalhaven
Rockland 11, Camden 2
Chicken, Steak and Lobster monic Society, one of the Maine Festi
out from under denominational con inflame the minds of the people.”
Saturday.
The game was feature
val's leading choruses is named ir. his
The local baseball fans who
trol and he in a position to receive
hirer. Mr. High', directed the orless aside from “Tippy” Fcehan’s
Dinners
chased the Rockland High School
aid from the State. Nobody is being
Before you Insure your automobile
airtight pitching.
gat izatlon for a nuiri er of years as
team to Camden. Saturday and saw
fooled by any evasion of this sort, be sure you learn about “The First
[well as the
t'.nas’tn Chora! A<sjLunches at AU Hours
it win such a decisive victory over
and it is time that the people of and Only Policy of Its Kind In Amer
ci.it on. Ba k if tnost were the days
A GREAT FILM EPIC
tile Meguntlcock team found it diffi
Maine looked at this thing fairly and ica.”
George Roberts & Co.. Inc.,
64-66
when musical conventions were so
cult to believe that this was the same
squarely and honestly and in a 10 Littlerock Street. Rockland, Maine,
frequently held in Knox and Lincoln
aggregation whl< h had made such a "The Hunchback of Notre Dame” Is Christian spirit.
—adv.
54-72
counties. It was Mr. Wight’s duty tc
Coming to Park Theatre June 2
sorry showing in Thomaston only a
rehearse the Rockland chorus, and
and 3.
• • • •
fortnight before.
They saw Elmer
needless to say the city’s high musical
____
“The argument as to the situation
Rising in his true form again, fan
rtai dat'd was always main'ained.
Rockland June 2 and 3 will have its in the St. John Valley is simply anning the Camdenites almost as fast as
These conventions were conducted by
The
uther.
phase
of
the
endeavor
to
create
they came to bat, and they saw the first opportunity of seeing
such noted leaders as Carl Zerrahn
Rockland batters awake from their Hunchback of Notre Dame.” the mas- this intolerance and discord to which
and George L. Osgood.
I have referred.
It is referred to
lethargy and i>ound the pill as Rock.
Mr. Wight was the author of a
land batsmen used to do in days of sive Production which swept into is ‘the merger of the parochial and
number of compos'd ions which became
yore
overnight fame in New York and the public school.’
It would rather
well known In the world of music—
This awakening <>id not come until mpl|e the critics so far forget them- seem that it is a swallowing up of
none better know’i, perhaps, than the
the 7th inning, to be sure, but when senos as to use up nearly the entire ihe parochial schools,by the public
inspirational mar e "Our Guid'ng
it did come there was no mistaking *to<* ,of, laudatory adjectives in the school and thar white tie parochial
.Star,” which has been played all over
its portent.
Every man on the Jdnglis.i language in their review’s. As school did exist in that section pub
the country. It was a proud moniert
Rockland team but one made a hit a Funeral rule, success on Broadway lic schools now exist, with some feat
tor Mr. Wight when Director Chap
Saturday, that one toeing Knight, does not always spell success here. ures which are rapidly being corman surrendered the baton to him
the monologue catcher, who has not hut locnl theatre-goers who visited i ected and which will-soon completeand he directed the Maine Festival
yet struck his batting stride, but who!the Astor Theatre in New York, the ly disappear.
The real test of the
[Orchestra In the rendition of Ins own
j will show .somebody what trees make *irst *'f ,*’e metropoiita i runs, ex  matter is shown in the fact that in
march. Director Chapman was ex
shingles before the season is over. l)ress(|1 the opinion that the hit will Fort Kent at Ihe April Town Meet
ceedingly fond of "Uncle Jimmy' and
Massalin and Fred Stewart were the
even greater here, where Hugo's ing in 1924 the people themselves,
"Aunt Emma.” and never counted a
heroes of Saturday's batting demon- fcrXat work is Ro widely known,
almost entirely French Catholics,
Rockland visit complete unless he
stration. The former made a double
riom all advance accounts Unl voted a sum of money sufficient to
was with them, it they were in town.
and two singles and the latter three velsaI has a11 ,’hp ingredients of a build an eight room modern public
Until advancing years no longer
singles.
Massalin slashed at the Freat success a story that is Inter school building on the site of a
permitted it Mr. W'ght made gunning
ball in a manner that warmed the nationally famous, that is replete former convent.
___
The people of that
tiips every season. He was an ar
In the spring the
cockles of the Rockland fans' hearts,
action, albeit somewhat grue- section appreciate the value of the
dent sportsman, an i an ardent lover
and when he hit the ball it went like
the greatest of character stars American public school and want
rWHiN V PAINT V HOUJt TH<*
young man’s fancy
of nature. He was familiar with ail
a shot out of a gun.
Rising also ;r‘ ""°n Chaney, an excellent sup- their children to have all that it can
60 UP ON TH TAX ACT«SAH/NT
the birds which came to this section,
lightly turns to a
AN' EF Y’ WANT Mt PUBUC
turned in two timely hits, and is Porting cast, studio facilities, and un- give them, and for that reason they
knew their habits, and loved to watch
T'PvrA A95FSAIUNTON
showing the benefit of his last sea- limited funds. It mav he divulging a have voted to build this school
straw hat. There’s
APITAAUVCf V
for their coming.
son's experience in semi-pro baseball. 7ra<le secret, hut it has leaked out building.
GOTTfg HfY UM
style,
snap
and
an
And this was indicative of his whole
The first seven batters who faced that 1 nlversal, to guard against the
'’I cannot See how a stronger IndlNIFTY STXAW ,
nature—sunny, lovable, generous—
infinite variety to
Rising did not come near enough to lpast chance of adverse criticism, cation could possibly he seen of the
the type of man whose genius benefits
the ball to make a foul. Gerrish, the ca"ed in the director of New York's | fact that our public school system
select from in
his fellow men, and with whom as
eighth batter was going the way of S'e-atest cinema houses and one of has replaced the parochial school 1
sociation is endless pleasure.
Lamson - Hubbard
the others, when one of Rockland’s i'le leading newspaper editors and system: not only that, but that the
quick shoots struck himon the foot.
them do the final touches.
The whole thing has taken place with the
Straws.
The Camden crowd accepted this as a result is said to mark the dawn of a sanction and the enthusiastic apYOUR FAVORITE POEM
good omen, but Gerrish did not live np,w day in cinema art and one that proval of the French Catholics themlong to tell the story,
for Knight has made Carl Laemmle's slogan of selves.
Would my opponent prefer
SHE WALKS IN BEAUTY
nailed him at second.
Better and finer productions” anab- that these schools should go back to
She walks in beauty. like the night
Of elnudlesa climes ami starry skies.
The 4th inning was full of woe for solute fact.
their original status of parochial
Ami all that’s best of dark and bright
the visitors.
Some idea of the immensity of the schools? His reference to this situaMeet In her aspect and her eyes;
Fred Stewart fumbled Leonard's production can be obtained when it Is tlon is simplw another attempt to
Thus mellow'd to that tender light
Which heaven to gaudy day denies.
grounder, and that festive Camden stated that the entire Cathedral of arouse the same prejudice and is in
youth, thus given life at first, stole N°Ire Dame was reconstructed at jet ted into the campaign for no other
One shade the more, one ray the less.
second, and went third on a passed Universal City, as well as eight purpose.
Had half-impair’d the nameless grace.
Which waves in every raven tress.
ball.
Richards fanned, but Rising blocks of Parisian streets and houses
“No men and women, except those
Or softly lightens o'er her face;
pitched Ames and the latter went
the t‘me o£ Louis XI. The total n ho may have an inherent hatred
Where thoughts serenely sWeet express.
second on the first ball.
Cameron 'cost was a trifle less than $1,500,000. in their hearts lor any particular
How pure, how dear their dwelling-place.
failed to hold Ogier’s fly into left —advclass or denomination, will be influ
And
on that cheek, and o’er that brow.
; center.
Leonard scored.
The ball
---------------------enced for one moment by this per
So soft, so calm, yet eloquent,
was relayed from the outfield in seaNew
Orleans Times-Picayune— sistent effort to create religious feel
The smiles that win. the tints that glow.
But tell of days In goodness spent,
son to catch Ames who was follow- Once we kicked against taxation ing, intolerance and discord.
The
A mini at peace with all below,
j ing him closely, but as the ball without representation. Now we get only thing that I am fighting as the
A heart whose love is innoc^t I
AT BURPEE 6c LAMB’S STORE
struck Knlght’A’ mitt Ames oolllded too much of each.
r-Lord Byron (1788-J824>.
i days of this campaign come to a close

Candidate Farrington Stands
For Harmony and Peace Two Warships Coming For the Sacred Holiday, and Big
And the Orange and Black Team Is Again Hot On Thom
Parade Planned—Sunday’s Services At the First Baptist
Among People of Maine.
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland, May 27. 1924.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he Is pressman In the
ofllce of* the Rockland Publishing Co., and
that of the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of
May 21. 1924, there was printed a total of
6,380 copies.
before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.
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STORYLAND PARTY

the Cost of Dressing Well”

Kirschbaum Clothes

Evcry-Other-Day
GARDENS THAT PRO

Children of Story Groups To
DUCE RESULTS
Give Entertainment On
Vegetables Are Exacting As
Library Lawn Thursday.

VERY EASY TERMS
OF PAYMENT

-T----------------------------

SOLID OAK BUFFETS

To Preparation of the Soil.
Preparations are being made for
th< big Storyland Party which the
-----Here are three well made Oak
ii. Inn if the story-hour groups of
py ge(h W. Shoemaker
Buffets, Colonial design, one drawer
tin- Rockland Public Library are Director. School of Agriculture, InterEye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
lined for silver-ware, and a large
Tpii
: “filing on the library lawn Thursnational Correspondence Schools,
neither have .entered into the heart
day afternoon. The party is schedScranton Pa.
linen
drawer.
of man. the things which God hath
Had fur 4 o'clock. The children are
prepared for them that love him.—
asked to go in costume representing
Perhaps no class of plants are more
1 ('( rinthians 2:9.
$32.50, $28.50, $35.00
s, no character from a library book exacting in regard to soil conditions
o from one' of the stories tolei at l'lan vegetables. This does not mean
st'iv-hour.
,hat Vegetables cannot be produced
OUR EASY PAYMENT
‘ Perhaps the chief event of the af- on 'x1or s"n' but lt does mean that lf
LtB
........... a wifi I" the crowning of the such soil is U8ed if must be handled
PLAN
5.
Queen, for whom the program *n 'sucd a way that the requirements
.This country's balance of trade for
of
afternoon is to be given. The
tbe vegetables will lie met.
Credit is a compliment to your
the 10 months end'd April 30 was
p. ■ "i- of being chosen May Queen
fviable soil is essential for vag
i' - fallen to Miss Lucy French of vtahles. that is one that may be
favorable by $693,000,000, as, com
noneaty. Whether you need credit or
shmmir street, who has brought 30 eaal»- "orked. A sandy soil to good,
piled with $232,000,000 for 1922-23.
not, it it a convenience most peo
mw children to the story hours dur- l,ut
must n(,t be too light to hold
Imports decreased $110,000,000 and
■L the winter, .b an Mouiaison lias wa,er: on the other h ,nd- u must not
ple make use of. Come in and talk
exports increased $450,000,000. The
beiii chosen maid of honor and to her
l0,> bea\). To be in the best con
it over with us.
i', 's ihe privilege if crowning the d*’-bm lor all vegetables the soil
aggregate of invisible balances such
M
Queen.
To
David
Curtis
of
should
contain
an
abundance
of
hu

ns tourist expenditures abroad, imlk wster street fails the duty of mus or organic matter. The land
OUR BARGAIN
rdgrant remittances, freight moneys
ci“ivn-bearer to ’the queen. The musf also be well drained so that the
paid foreign carriers, and capital
Qin i i.'s party also includes Buddy "ater will not stand in puddles.
ANNEX
Ji. Ian and Oscar Marsh as pages, ' egetables will not stand wet feet.
moving abroad is not known, but it
D'-i'.Hiy and Viola Anderson, MarVegetables of good quality may be
would make a material reduction in
Here you will find many pieces of
p i t Pinkham. Catherine Chisholm. 8r""n on -lsb PdesLi fact, better
z
Jkb
tlus favorable balance. The average
good furniture at small cost.
11. . n
Davis. Alzada North
and “'suits can sometimes be had on ash
rrte of duty on all imports was a
Ba, hael Browne as How. r girls, led l’iles than on heav>' cIa>' soi1' but in
Exchange Your Old Furniture Fcr
by Rose Flanagan.
order to make the ash pile bloom,
itrifle over 15 per cent, or just about
New
crowning
of
the
Mav
ol
'Sanie
matter
must
be
worked
into
it,
After the
v.$5at it waS under the Democratic
Queen a group of girls under the di- I’l'eferabiy in the form of an abundance
];,«• during its first year; while the
rut."ii of Mrs. Florence Thurston of humus. An ash pile is good, par
goaAalone averaged
is to wind the Muvjxde. then from ticularly if a little soil is mixed with
about 30 percent, or somewhat lower
between the covert of a real lank it, because the drainage is so good.
E welcome particularly the
which has been made by the boys On the other hand, if the ash.s are
tagn under the Democratic law.
of the manual training department not supplied with a goodly amount of
patronage of men who seek tlie
for the occasion, will come the other organic matter they are liable to be
The reappointment of L slie C.
entertainers. There are to be sev come too dry in the hot weather.
utmost value for their clothes money.
ini.Ji of Augusta, to succeed himThe asli pile is mentioned particu
eral group and solo dances, games
n4f as chief justice of the Maine SuThey get thorough satisfaction here—
sad a story play, "Little Black Sam larly because many ltsiple think such
bo.'' with Burr Atwood taking the a foundation for a soil is hopeless.
1 lymc Court was. cf course, expectfine style, rich woolen fabrics, distinc
1 art of "Sambo.” supported in his On the contrary, it is a fair prospect.
idt but it does not lessen the pride
In case you happen to have an acc is', iiv Dorothy Ilarvev. Teal Ladd
tive
pattterns
and
perfect
tailoring
ami satisfastion which the people of
Girl four fearful tigers. Winfield cumulation of ashes as u start for a
Hit l’ine Tree State feel in having
Cfiatto. Stanley Gay, Arthur Jordan. ^al*den the most decided first step
in Kirschbaum Clothes—the clothes
and lli rh.rt Spear
would be to hoe 2 inches or 3 inches
tltis brilliant jurist heading the Suthat lower the cost cf dressing well.
“'The party marks'the end of a very »f s°‘> on the ashe» after first
i lug the past two weeks with .lob's
UNION
pri’me Bench for another term. Gov
I comfort'rs on the bark of his neck.
successful series of story hours held smoothing them over. Then a good
ernor Coldi made many splendid apQuite a comp my if ladies resat the library each Saturday morning Per cent of manure should be applied
The Ladies’ Relilef Crrps and ponded to the call to help make
puintments during his two terms in
since fall.
Although the party is at the rate of 1 pound to about 2
f ilers last Friday,
primarily hi id f c the children who i-'iuaie feet- lf the soil is not avail /.merican Legion Auxiliary will hold m-i aths for the
office. but none that redounded more
ihlc for this purpose the manure will a .public supper at 6 o'clock Memo-j and the work wa ; cmpl.-ted whicli
fcavi
attended
the
story
hour
any
I
t of the State.
r.al Day at the Congregational vs-; y < v.ry pic asp r to til members
The picture tells the story of one of the
child may attend. A cordial invi usually be sufficient for a fair gar
*ry‘iT lei Relief Corps and Auxiliary.
newest men’s styles. Note the design
tation is also extended to the adults, den.
Mrs. Ianda Davis has be. n having_______________________________ _____
The selection of a ntw chief of
if. on the other hand, the garden
cf the vest-—the fullness of the coat-tags being sold for admission the en
a week's vacation from her duties at
Tammany Hail has lie'n left until
the smart cut of the trousers. You’ll
tire profits for which are to go to soil is too heavy, that is. contains a the Sanitarium.
CLARK’S MAGIC WASHING
considerable
amount
of
clay,
it
must
always
find
this
store
prepared
with
the
ward purchasing much needed juniter the Democratic National ConCOMPOUND
Rev. Bessie Crowell is driving a
newest ar.d best ideas in men’s apparel.
have
humus
or
organic
matter
sup

\ • nile 'books.
\cntlon. when the office will probably
Washes clothes spotlessly clean in from
plied in liberal quantities and some new car.
’Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank and. 15 (o 20 minute without rubhino. Also
he passed out to a “lame duck”—said
times an applicxitioti of a couple of
washes rots, pans, china, glassware,
inches of ashes or sand to the humus son Donald of North W »rn-n wc I washes uo . oms, china, glassware,
duck in all probability being Gov, Al.
rtcent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
that needs it. Will not injure the finest
before
the
application
of
the
organic
Smith, whose chance of obtaining
taurics. Leaves the hands smooth, soft
liam Williamson.
matter.
a d white.
the IT'sidential nomination is iloulitMrs. -Bertha Esancy is seriously ill
To test the condition of a clay soil
I? your t -a.’cr <io5s not carry it wc will
at
East
Union.
h ss less brighter than some of his
’end you a parka'ie post paid for 25c—
take up a twill in the hands and
enough
for 20 large washings.
Your
Things
were
coming
Supt.
Rowe's
squeeze it. If It forms In a well
backers would have the world be
i.ionty nark if rrot satisfied.
formed ball whetixthe hand is opened, way Friday. When he reached ihe
Try a package. If you tike it tell your
lieve.
fr-ends if'not tel! us.
the soil will generally be considered primary school he was met by sonn
Accnis wanted.
ROCKLAND
Clothing 8C Shoe Dealer
too heavy for good r: stilts and one of of the best runnirs—Elston McFar
Tin most beautiful voracious ad
CLARK PR0CUCTS CO.
Women's and Growing Grils’
the methods suggested for lightening land. Lloyd Martin and Earl Cun-'
ringham, who presented him with . 1
RocUnd, Maine
venturesses known to the police of
it should be attempted.
Soodyear Welt, Patent Leather
basket
filled
to
overflowing
with
good
—
—
————■■
........
Occasionally a mixture of light,
Kt;ro]>e are said to be headed for
Low (Rubber) Heel, One-strap
things.
I Omaha^ Bee—The Democratic Ideal
sandy
soil
will
be
found
in
gardens,
Madison Square Garden, New- York,
Pumps, good last, high grade
Rev. E. S. Ufford has been suffer-■ seems to be a deficit.
especially in the Coastal Regions.
intruder; “I am looking for a hospital j KATY AND CAMBRIDGE
A NIGHT INTRUDER
with the intention of practicing their
shoes.
Specially priced—
On such a soil an application of a
and want air. ’
___
wiles upon the unsuspicious and un
few loads of a heavier soil will often
"Step out onto the piazza; I will be
$1.98
Zapt. Isaac Cottle Harks Back
prove beneficial. Humus or ovgar.ie
sophisticated persons who always 3roves To Be World War right down," was the reply.
matter will also bring such soil into
She was right down—four steps at
lbek around any gn at public gatherTo Old Steamboat Davs.
Veteran Suffering From a time, to use her own version of it—
Boys’ and Youths’ Lace to toe,
a good workable condition and enable
Of course the unterrified Dem
it to hold moisture without becoming
and turning the key in the lock, ran
.
Heavy
Rubber
Sole,
good
Effects
of
Gassing.
,
, Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
ocracy is in no danger.
too wet.
back to phone the police, who found
grade canvas leather insoles,
the man still waiting on the piazza
I wonder how many of your readers
The material humus that we hear
Andrew Steele, a World War vet
leather
trimmed,
Tennis
Shoes
v.-hen they promptly reached the I remember when the Steamers Katahso much about is merely decayed or
The tense feeling which exists
eran. who came here last week from K(.ene.
j din and Cambridge came on the line
The best value on the market,
ganic matter either in the form of
TONIGHT
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
throughout the country because the
Bangor to serve as chef at Hotel
manure or ikeomixised vegetable
The identity of the stranger was between Boston and Bangor? The’
Senate did not support President
$1.98
matter su h as leaves, roots, etc., bui
Rockland, create el considerable ex learned, and his father and brother Katahdin was of 1235 tons, built in I
Not until her wedding night did
Coolidge's veto of the- Bonus Bill is
New York in 1S63, and according to
for the home gardener the most eoYi—1
As sweet a love etory as can bO
citement on some of the back streets came at once from Bangor upon be
she learn the carefully guarded
history was the “last word’’ in steam
venient form is good stable manure.
illustrated by the incident of the
ing inform il of the circumstances.
We have other grades of lace
Sunday night, while in search of a
boat construction.
The Cambridge I
Sont
gardeners,
however,
plant
in
tcld,
with a real hc-inan for its
secret
of
her
parentage.
See
what
Andrew
Steele
returned
with
them,
Portland dub. where Senator Hale’s hospital where he might seek relief
to toe Tennis as low as—
was of 1337 tons also built in New J
ihe.'r home gardens some crop in tlie
happens.
picture was turned toward the wall fi oin a malady due to gassing which having meantime been the recipient York in 1S67.
hero is tcld in—
fall that will carry over the winter
of the kindly offices of the local
$1.25
the moment it was learned he hael he received while fighting the Ger American Legion Post.
To many of us these two steamers
mil give them a good amount of or
It was
ganic matter in the spring. It is ad
taken an opposite stand from Cool mans.
learned from the relatives that he form a part of our early lives. We
Women's Black and Gray
A stranger in the city he was obr
formed an acquaintance with one or |
visable where suitable manure is not
had suffered similar attacks.
idge.
liged to inquire his way, and in so
Suede, much wanted styles, in
j the other early in our career either I
available. There are a number of
doing unwittingly frighteneel several
by a trip to Boston or from Boston, i
Dorothy Dodd, Pumps—
such ereps; rye is commonly used
TRACK MEET TODAY
Th( IP wspi.pl rs the other day de- Il arsons, who did not comprehend the
The Katahdin was a good sea boat
and vetch sown in the proportion of
meaning
of
some
of
his
somewhat
and
had
weathered
many
a
gale
in
$5.00
and
$5.50
two pounds of rye seed to one pound
toted a gnat deal of space to the
The Broadway Athletic Field will her day.
peculiar actions.
The Cambridge was un
! of vetch seed. One pound of this
Starring—
Starring—
fact that President Coolidge went to
At the home of Frank A. Tirrel! on see its first real track meet today lucky always something happening to
mixture should he sufficient for 500
Ladies’ Patent Leather Bare
the circus.
But with the present Summer street lie rang the bell twice when Hi. klaml High and Morse High her, until finally she gave up the
to 1.000 square feet of garden space.
foot Sandals—
Congi-'ss putting on its unparalleled and was admitted by Mrs. Tirrell, of Bath meet in what is hoped to ghost off Port Clyde, on the “Old
Manut should be applied early in
.,
the
first
of
a
series
of
track
Man” I think.
the season. It is best when par
two-ring show why did he find it who supposed that a neighbor was events.
$2.25,
$2.75,
$2.98
The
rivalry
beAeen
the
calling. When the stranger walked
Now that we travel on steam* rs
tially rotted, -but fresh manure may
necessary to go to a circus?
in an.l began to talk incoherently she I hoots is Inters - anil they are evenly e’e trically lighted, with dining sa
he used if it is not too strong. If the
mat
-lied
as
to
size.
An
annual
screamed. The man was eject'd by
loon on the main deck so that you
COMING FRIDAY & SATURDAY—Each Afternoon and Evening
ground is not too sloping, manure can
track meet would do much toward | can look out and see the water or
lie applied on snow and It will sink
The candidacy of Senator IaiFol- a friend of the family, and on the
increasing the friendly interest and the s enery, this generation knows
“THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER”
down into the soil as the snow mflts.
lette of Wixcnnain lor President was street, asked a young woman to <liWhere the land slopes steeply, how
endorsed in the report of the resolu reel him to the hospital, which she i w.-uld also bling to this city a type nothing of going down below deck
273 MAIN STREET
I of sport that has never hud much t< the dining sal job on those aforeever. it may run off before it pene
tions committee of the State conven tii'd to do.
The war veteran was too much I of a follow ing.
Toe meet starts at mentir ned steamers.
lt was fine to
trates into the soil and in this case
tion of Progressive party delegates
ROCKLAND, ME.
3.15.
confused
to
understand
her.
however,
be
eating
breakfast
in
the
olden
days
held in Idaho Saturday. In addition
an application had better be made
and
walk'd
.into
a
house
on
Beech
and look up and see a pair of lumber
after the snow has disappeared.
to the endorsement of the Presidential
street.
It
was
then
a
little
past
id
Maynard
Collamere,
son
of
ex-Paman’s heavy wool socks waving over ROCKLAND
Manure without shavings us usu
candidacy of Senator I.a Follette, the
1.
m.
The
lady
of
the
nouse
from
the
trolman Albert G. Collamore, was your head (aforesaid eox not hav ng
ally considered more valuable than
committee's report declaring that the
LOAN AND BUILDING manure containing too large a
•Democratic pari* had been repudi head of the ehamliei- Stairway was knocked down by an automobile at teen immersed in water for some
The bunks for passeng i s.
ated in the last campaign; that the amazed. and not a little alarmed to, the corner of North Main and Cedar time).
quantity of shavings. Shavings may
TWO SHOWS—MATINEE, 2:C0; EVENING, 7:45__________
streets Saturday afternoon, and one without a stateroom, ran around tin
ASSOCIATION rve a useful ipurpiase on heavy soil
Republican pnit.v hid failed to actin find a strange man in the house,
“Who are you, and what do you of the wheels passed over his body. dining room.
My last attack of sea
the interests of the common people,
by making it light, and on sandy soil
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
: ; HAS PAID : :
No bones were broken, but the boy sickness was after I had lined ,on
it may make the soil too light. Many
and that times demanded the forma- want?” she asked.
“Are there any men in the house?” was badly bruised, and had some the steamer Katahdin one rough
gardeners wiH argue that shavings
tie. i of a new progressive political
JUNE 2-3
he said by way of answer.
nasty cuts on the head. At Silsby l ight bound for Ilockland.
ni- iveinent.
have a tendency to make the soil
“Yes,” she said with quick presence . Hospital this morning he was report
In those days it was one dollar for
acidic. This, however, has been con
AN
UNFORGETTABLE
PICTURE
Office 407 Main Street
er mind.
I ed as resting comfortably. Dr. Was- your dinner or supper—prepayment
siderably exaggerated. The acidity
“I am not crazy,” continued the gatt attended him.
like the cars that are in vogu- today.
caused
by
shavings
can
be
easily
cor

EPOCHAL ! BRILLIANT ! VAST ! GLORIOUS !
SINCE 7307
After you had paid the doll;.'.’ there
rected with an application of lime.
COLORFUL ! LAVISH !
was nothing coming back, it mattered Shares May Be Taken at Any Time
About E?.stcr Lillies
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
>t how soon you were stricken.
IIow $1.00 bought $2500, ia a story
were r.ot giver, out
I want to know how to manage
CARL LAEMMLE
142Ttf
every automobile owner should hear
my Baster Uly, now’ it’s through
I
apresen/s
Know
the
tremendous
pull1
BEFORE
they
insure
their
automo1 Irroming.
Will some experienced
wn
•
r
r>
•
..
bile.
Geofge
Roberts
&
Co.,
Inc.,
reader give me information?
I
to
ing pov. er Oi L^ounei-Licxzette IQ Limer?ck Street, Rockland. Maine,
Constant Header.
.
# $ • #
ads.
I —adv.
54-72
JKasierpiece
Mattis. Hackett Murder
jn a local barber shop yesterday
there was a lively discussion as to
Owing to tho Park Theatra Pro
:ule |
tlfc date of the Mattie Hackett mur
tinn '
gram being transferred to the
der in Kennebec county. Wagers
Empire the Prices for Monday,
su- ’
wpre made.
Will un body kindl y I
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
ined
swpply the date?*
there until Rockland was reai li».«l.
will be 10c, 17c, 22e.
• » » «
In tho$e days there was an open bar <»n
( .
Jeff and the Comet
I o ird and there Was apt to be a hi
u
"Dili you ev r fiml nut whether that
larious crowd.
Sometimes the offiman who workeil nn Ruggi il MnunLAST TIME
. s had their hands full.
It is a
Same
t.-iin was JeiT Davis?" asked Jason g
—With—
^1 pleasure now to travel on the clean
Dr Packard nf R .i nvillf, yi-stenlay.
Stupendous
‘ «omm »dious Camden and Belfast—
ERNEST
TORRENCE
•Used 'to b > a mi n n im d I> ivis |H
‘Production
FIRE, THEFT, PROPERTY DAMAGE AND
comfortable, quiet, the offi ?ers eh au
wjio.wnrki d there,” he continued, “and |
as presented
dit and gentlemanly, and on Hie j(.b
‘
THE
WAY
OF
A
MAN
”
after he finishi d thi re he came with
S MONTHS
COLLISION
r every minute.
Would we go back
Chapter Ono
the civil engineers tq Hire Hill,
Jg,to “the /?ood old days?” We would
NEW YORK
wbere
signal station was ereeti-il.
^rnnt- we orefer "as is.”
CASTOR THEATRE
Tjie copper linl'ls can still lie seen
their day
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Davis boarded with my father, the |
’ike the
3 MONTHS
JJ (Universal
ll
late Daniel Packard.
but they
Production.
At Expiration of the Policy
; BOSTON
"This was the year of tlie liig:1
^eaturinff
Z/zeTRE/flONT TEMPLE
(-qmi-:. somewhere in the lati 50’s, ■
lends of our
INSURE YOUR AUTOMOBILE WITH US
and 1 wanterknow what yen' il was. g
to “
Record 'Breaking
Cottle.
—With—
The comet had a he id os big as the ■
ditiendance
nicnii. am! a tail that Would leaclljS
THE “AMERICAN COMPANY ONLY” AGENCY
FRANK MAYO,
. MILDRED HARRIS,
fnom this office across tin strict. B
ERNEST TORRENCE-PAT5? RUTH MILIER-IK^MN KERR?Thiv used to say that if tin ..nn-t's,/
NORMAN KERRY/ EVELYN BRENT
TULLy MARSHALL and the Greatest Cast Everdtseembled
ttOI struck the earth the World would
“The Shadows of tho East” Entertained Thousands of Readers.
come in an end. Vs young uns u. .The Motion Picture Will Astound Millions.
almost scared to di ath. I would
NOTE—TWO SHOWS—2:00 AND 7:45
GENERAL AGENTS
sure like to know what year that
COMEDY
PATHENEWS
H Hi

“KEEP COOLIDGE”

L. E. Blackington

Boston Shoe Store

SPECIALS

«_The Strand

"ONE-EIGHTH

of
Course

‘-THE

APACHE”

ROY STEWART

BRUTE MASTER”
Hobart Bosworth

Boston Shoe Store

4PARK4

5/2% DIVIDENDS

WE WANTERKNOW!

WE ARE RETURNING

VICTOR HUGO’S

TO OUR POLICYHOLDERS

25 PER CENT
OF ALL PREMIUMS PAID FOR

EMPIRE

THE FIGHTING COWARD”

Automobile

TODAY

INSURANCE

THE SHADOW OF THE EAST’

lon Chanel

E. C. MORAN & COMPANY .

W?(S.’’
Know the tremendous pulling power
of Courier-Gazette ads.

425 Main Street, - - Rockland, Maine
(12-tf

FRI.-SAT.

CHARLES JONES in “COWBOY CIRCUS”

PRICES—

MATINEE, 25 CENTS AND 35 CENTS
EVENING, 35 CENTS AND 53 CENTS
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TALK OF THE TOWN

,

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

May 27- -Rockport—Meeting of Village Im
provement Society at High' School Building.
May 27—Track meet at Broadway Athletic
Field, lt II S vs Morse High
May 27—Annual parish meeting of the First
Baptist church.
May 28 (League Baseball)—Rockland High
vs Lincoln Academy, Broadway Athletic
Field.
May 28—Baseball membership d$y.
May 23 (League Baseball)—Camden High
vs"Vinalhaven High, in Vinalhaven.
May 28—Sparring exhibition at the Arcade.
May 29 Story land party on lawn of Rock
land Public Library at 4 o’clock.
May 29—Operetta. “A Love Pirate of
n«*twail,” at Strand Theatre.
May 29—General Assembly and Smoker
for employes of Lime Corporation in Tem
ple hall.
May 30—'Memorial Day.
' May 30—Oakland Park opens.
May 30—(afternoon) Memorial Day ser
vices on Grand Army premises
May 31 (League Baseball)- Rockland High
vs Vinalhaven High, Broadway Athletic
Field
May 31 (League Baseball)—-Camden High
vs Thomaston High in Thomaston.
June 2—Dance with Fogg’s Orchestra ft’
Brockton, in Watts hall. Thomaston.
June 4 -(Public School Exhibition at Broad
way Athletic Field.
June 5—Camden—Iuterscholastlc track meet
at Trotting Park.
June 5—Knox County W. C. T. U. Con
vention.
June 7—Children’s Playground Tag Day.
June 9 Camden- Hon F. G. Farrington
addresses Board of Trade.
June 12 Vinalhaven—Graduation Vlnalliavvn High School.
June 13—City schools close.
June 12 Itoekland High School commence
ment in Park Theatre
June 11- Sparks’ Circus in Rockland.
June 16—Primary elections.
June 19—Camden High School Commence
ment
June 21—St John’s Day.
June 24 Democratic National Convention
meets in New York.
July 15 State D. A. R. Feld Day In Kingfle!d.
____ _______________

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Girls’ Coats

I

CONTINUATION
of

MAY

MEMORIAL. DAY

$10.00

CLEAN-UP

SALE

MONDAY, MAY 26, TUESDAY, MAY 27,

Girls’ Coats, ages 8, 10, 12, 14 years. Very handsome combina
tion overplaids, stripes, tan, grey and light blue. Materials, camel’s
hair, lamb fleece, polaire cloth. These have been selling at $12.50,
$15.00, $16.50—

FRIDAY,

MAY

30

WEDNESDAY, MAY 28
Inclusive

now $10.00

Watch for Announcement in Thursday’s Paper.

Smaller sizes also reduced in price
UNDER

54

NEW

liilUII

NOW OPEN
Attractive line of Waists and Overblouses, silk and all shades, style of
cut................................................................................................... $5.00 to $8.75

Every

Stationery,

Office,

School

and Book Shop Need Supplied

MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED

Magazines, Periodicals and All the

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

William Morgan has resigned his
A telephone has Jicen Installed In
position as sahstnan for the Central the Knox Book Store, ealj, 999.
Maine Power Co., ami has entered
The Thorndike Hotel barber shop
the employ of a Bangor concern.
will be closed all day Memorial Day.
Monday, June 2, is the date of the
Minor re|»irs are being made on
Fogg’s orchestra dance in Watts
hall. Lew Hanley has it in charge, the wooden jiortion of Knox Hospital.
which is a guarantee of the “real
thing.”
“Shadow”
McCt^ mick,
a well
known boxer of former days, who
“I ha*.- two little girls up here for several times appeared in the local
you,” ttdephoned Dr. Wasgatt to arena, is employed on the State road
Charles
Wotton
and awestruck Job between Rockland and Thomas
Charles was saved from fainting only ton. He will be present at tomorrow
by the further information that one night's exhibition in the Arcade.
tf them was Mrs. Wotton.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Thurs
day afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
home of Mrs. O. M. Brainard. Mrs.
Mary P. Rich, county superintendent
of Christian Citizenship, will have
charge and present a pleasing and
worth while program.
A large at
tendance Is desired. Please notice
Those who prefer the sleeveless
sweaters with their greater fre^lom change of day.
and (.pportunity of enjoyable wear
The ladies of St. Peter's church will
with shier blouses, we have some
very clever styles in the newest hold a cake sale Saturday, ^lay 31, at
weaves and color tones of summer. the Fuller-Cobb-I)avis store, second
floor, crockery department.
64-65
Cutler-Cook Co.—adv.

Chief Havener received another
check for the firemen’s relief fund
Saturday, this time from Mayor
C. F. Snow, whose house was saved
from serious damage by the quick
work of the department Friday.

MEMORIAL
CUT FLOWERS,

DAY

' GERANIUMS,

WAX WREATHS AND SPRAYS
VASES

OPEN EVENINGS

’ GLAENTZEl. FLORIST

341 Main Street

GREENHOUSES, CAMDEN, ME., TEL. 136-2

FLORISTS' TELEGRAPH DELIVERY ASSOCIATION
ROCKLAND, ME, TEL. 120.

MANAGEMENT

I

KNOX BOOK STORE

The tarring of the bituminous ma
cadam road, between Rockland and
Camden and Rockland and Thomas
ton was begun yesterday.

THE

111

OAKLAND PARK OPENS

Weather conditions have been such that our Children's Coats have not
sold as they should. Hence the following reduction:

Rockland Encampment, I. O. O. F.,
will wor the PatrlarehlcAl and Golden
RJle degrees Wednesday night.

CEMETERY

hil

Latest Fiction

Capt. Freeman S. Marston is re
turning today to New YorkzCity, af
ter a ten days’ furlough from Sailors’
Snug Harbor.

Knox Lodge, I. O. O. F., will hold a
special meeting next Monday night
and will confer the initiatory and
first degrees.

During the months of June, July
and August, Knox Lodge, 1. O. O. F.,
will, go on summer schedule. The
regular meetings will be held the sec
ond and fourth Mondays in each
month.
e

KNOX BOOK STORE
404 MAIN STREET

“THE

HOME

OF

COURTESY"

64-65 .

BASEBALL

■III

Attention is called to the fact that
the Storyland Party to he held on
the Library lawn has been postponed
until Thursday at 4 o’clock in the
afternoon. The admission for adults
is voluntary and the proceeds are to
go for much needed juvenile books.

The remains of the late James
Wight arrived in this city yesterday,
and funeral services will be held at
2 o’clock this afternoon from Mrs.
Edgar A. Burpee’s residence, 41 Mid
dle street.

Track Meet
HIGH

ROCKLAND
VS.

MORSE

HIGH

OF

BATH

The Rivalry Between These Schools is Intense.

BROADWAY ATHLETIC FIELD
at 3:15

TUESDAY, MAY 27

Edward {Ionia, Raymond S. Bird
and Everett A Munsey were among
the 74 candidates who received the
Shrine degree in Belfast yesterday.
People along the line of march
Local Shriners who attended the big
Don’t give the baby toys that
vs.
ceremonial, say (hat Belfast did the Memorial Day are asked to display
aren’t washable or that have
flags.
thing
in
good
old
Belfast
style.
sharp corners or edge. Don’t
There seems to be a prevalence in
allow’ kissing on the mouth.
this city and vicinity just now of
An exhibition of free hand drawing
Trawler
Teel
finished
discharging
Rockland Red Cross.
League Game
what is sometimes known as “Job's
done by the Rockland High School
190,000
pounds
of
fresh
fish
at
the
Comforter's,” hut which simmer right
class will be on view’ in the Public
Deep
Sea
plant
Saturday.
—
A
carload
BROADWAY ATHLETIC FIELD
down into everyday language us
...
/'’I
Library for a week commencing to
“hoils.” “When 1 was in college,” of salt fish for the export market will morrow’.
1855
1924
at 3:15
remarked a Rockland man yesterday, be shipped to New York this week.“nearly till of the students had them, The corporation has approximately a
fcg
A. B. Higgs has recently bought the
ami the disease was laid to common million pounds of fish in pickle on
motor cruising yawl “Fawn,” former-:
tow. Is It is pretty hard telling what the Messer wharf.
ly owned by Capt. William Green, j | E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
the cause is, hut everybody who lias
John
Bushea,
who
defaulted
his
hail
and
which was used by him in the
WALDOBORO, ME.
I . 1 them knows full well what the
in January, 1921, after being found summer yachting business at Dark IK!NliniUM
tfleyt is like.”
guilty in Municipal Court of single Harbor.
BORN
There will he a genuine love pirate sale, ventured hack to Itoekland Sat
Tonight is the night of the play off
Schooner Gold Hunter ia under
Erickson Vinalhaven. May 22, to Mr. and
at Strand Theatre Thursday night urday and was turned over to Sheriff
Thursday at 7 p. m. members of
charter to bring two cargoes of salt between the handtuib Albert R. Hav when the High School Glee Clubs Thurston by the police department the various patriotic organizations are Mrs. Bernhardt Erickson, a daughter—Alice
Fredrlka.
ener and the steam tire engine City pri sent their operetta. Love Pirate lie was committed to the county jail
to this port from Portland.
Rankin Rockland. at Britt Maternity
requested to meet at tlie G. A. R. hall
of Rockland. Tlie place is the Tillson of Hawaii.”
Efforts
are
being
made
to
have
him
May 27, to Mr. and Mrs. Knott C.
The production
Is
for the purpose of nuiking sand Home,
Rankin,
a son. Knott Crockett, Jr.
avenue
squirtaway.
Don't
miss
it
released
on
a
writ
of
habeas
corpus
Eagle Boats 42 and 46, with Mass
pronounced one of a hjgli order by
wiches to serve to the men in the line
Wotton-Rockland, at Britt Maternity
achusetts Naval Reserves on board,
those who have seen the rehearsals.
of march Memorial Day. A lunch of Hume, May 26, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles C.
Writing from Eos Angeles under
The second reunion of the Class of Its musical numbers are excellent and
a daughter.
paid this port a visit last night.
coffee, sandwiches, doughnuts and Wotton,
Brann—Rockland. May 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
1916 of R. H. S., will be held in the include some clever dances by the date of May 15, J. W. Jackson says: cheese is to be provided.
William Brann*, a son. —Kenneth Earl.
h
“
Rev. B. P. Browne will deliver the middle of June, time and place to
Carver—-Plainfield, N. J , May —, to Mt
imary grade youngsters. Seats will “I wish to express to you my desire
nnd Mrs. Ralph Carver, formerly of Nord
Memorial Day address In Union, announced*later to each individu fit cfc
checked tomorrow morning from to drop in and look over your new
Pangs
of
hunger
assailed
Ben
Perry
Haven,
a son.
speaking in the evening at Town hall. member.
19 to 12 o’clock. The doors open at quarters and congratulate you upon while he was fishing on the Perry
obtaining
such
a
fine
building
as
the
J 30, curtain at 8.15.
MARRIED
photo in a late issue represents. It wharf at Megunticok Lake and he
Aurora Lodge, F. & A. M, wijl hold
The stage is all set for the sparring
Rowell-Brown—Baldwinsville, Mass., May
proceeded to disregard pole and line
is
something
new
in
the
building
line
a
specal
meeting
Wtdnesday
for
21,
Howard
E.
Rowell of Union and Miss
exhibition in the Arcade tomorrow
It is worth one’s while nowadays
while devouring a lunch. When he had
night. Ringside seats are going in a work on the Master Mason degt'“, to visit the big gardens of Overness for Rockland and sets ar. example for finished his dessert he looked around Myrtle A. Brown of Baldwinsville.
4
it is what
manner that guarantees a big crowd. the candidates being Charles .A. Kos-. Sarkesian in that section of Talbot future buildings.*1 *1 * assume
for his fishing gear and saw it sail
DIED
CharlesD. Wentworth and E. \V. Mavenue better known as Middle Street you long have looked forward to, ing away. “Gee ! that must have
Wight New York. May 24. Janies Wight of
Donald. The many friends of this Hill. Mr. Sarkesian has 8000 thrifty larger and more improved quarters.
Rockland, aged 94 years, 3 months, 22 days.
Fred A. Skinner has sold his farm
been
a
big
fish,
”
Ben
is
telling
’
em
up
It must be quite an improvement to
popular trio will be present to see
Funeral at 2 p. m. today from 41 Middle
at East Warren to Roland R. Wade that nothing hapi>cng to mar the im looking raspberry bushes, 8000 cab Malin street.” The Courier-Gazette around the laundry.
Jjtreet.
bage plants which have made a tine
of Thomaston, the deal being made
Hart Rockland. May 25, Priscilla, widow
pressiveness of the ceremony. Light Start and quantities of potatoes and w’ould like nothing better than to
of William Hart, aged 78 years, 2 months,
through L. W. Benner's real estate refreshments after the work.
show’ Mr. Jackson anil its -host of
12 days Funeral Wednesday at 2 p in
CARD OF THANKS
peas
well
above
ground.
Mr.
Sarke

agency.
Hull Worcester, Mass., May 26, Fred M.
other absent friends just what the
We wish to express our sincere thanks
sian is one of Rockland’s most suc
for the acts of kindness showed us during Hall, formerly of Rockland and a native of
The first home game In the Knox cessful farmers, performing his work building and office are like.
Warren,
aged 66 years.
the Illness and death of our father and
The program for the St. Johns Day and Lincoln League takes place on
Rider Thomaston, May 25, Ella If.
on a scientific basis and putting in
grandfather.
observance will probably be agreed the Broadway Athletic Field tomor
(O
’
Brien)
widow of John T. Rider, in her
Just received a very attractive as
Mr and Mrs. G. I Young, Mr and Mrs.
upon at the stated conclave of Clare row afternoon at 3.15, when Rockland considerably more than union hours. sortment of summer skirts in various W. W. Gilchrist, Mr. and Mrs B. W. 75th year. Services at 2.30 p. m. Wednes
day.
•
mont Contmandery. There will be High meets Lincoln Academy. Both
colors, from $3.98 to $10.00. Cutler- Coombs.
(.’raves Malden. Mass . May 26, Hannah
“If Douglas Fairbanks saw’ that he
work on the Order of the Temple, and teams have beaten Camden, and .Mi
M . widow of Thomas Graves, formerly of
Cook Co.—adv.
w
’
ould
turn
green
with
envy,
”
re

Rockland,
aged 85 years. 10 months
Fu
refreshments afterward.
Clunie’s players will do their best to marked John Post, ex-patrolman, rfs
CARD OF THANKS
neral at 3.36 today from Burpee’s funeral
Mrs* Ellen Crocker, Medium, will
climb higher at the expense of Rock he picked himself up from a .Lincoln
I wish to express my sincere thanks to Dr. parlors.
be at 31 Union street from May 27 Kellar, Dr. Fogg and nurses, also relatives
Littlefield Vinalhaven, May 27, Miss
The new building soon to make its land. The home team, after Satnrstreet lawn this morning and made
friends for their kindness to me during Martha Littlefield, aged 78 years.
appearance on Limerock street, op- {day's splendid showing. deserves a a careful inventory to see how many until further notice to give readings and
Crockett—Lynn. Mass , May 20, Samuel
my stay in Knox Hospital. y
and
treat
the
sick.
Tel.
799
-M.
] asite American Legion hall will serve big sendoff.
Crockett, formerly of North Haven, aged 52
•Mrs. Henning Johnson.
of his bones were broken. John had
68-tf
Clark Island, May 25.
• years, 10 months, 3 days._____
as a restaurant for It. H. Angel, pro- j
just come a-cropper from a saddle
prietor of the Bee Hive. It will take
CARD OF THANKS
A black cat, hlacker’n the pro horse, warranted to be gentler than
We wish to thank the many friends for
the name of Paradise Cafe, which is verbial ace of spades, is the mascot
The Social and Community
a south wind on a cold day. Round
the
kindness
shown during the Illness and
FOR SALE
a highly proper place for an Angel to at the packing plant of the Deep Sea
death of our beloved nephew Archie E ItobWelfare Committee of Rock
ing a corner on high the horse
run. The building will be 26x50.
ishaw
;
also
the
nurses and Dr. Adatns; also
Plants
for
Memorial
Day,
Greenhouse
Fisheries, Inc., on the Messer wharf, stumbled, and slid for some distance.
land Lodge of Elks have ex
for beautiful floral offerings.
forced.
Gladiola bulbs in pots.
Will
and does something besides eat and John slid even further than the horse,
tended the time for the filing
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Davis, Mrs. A. A.
R. U. Collins has sold the house at purr. Each morning, between 8 and
bloom very eariy, 10c per pot. Calendulas
Thomas and family.
•
of Flag Day essays to Satur
and said considerably more.
in pots will bloom all summer, 5c per
the head of Waldo avenue, owned by 9 she appears on the scene with a
day, June 7, at 12 o’clock, day
Every
issue
of
The
Courier-Ga

pot. L. E. CLARK, I Lake Ave., Rock*
H. Davis of Boston, to Francis Don large, fat rat, of which there is gen
light.
F. L. Clark of the Western Union
zette is a salesman, visiting three
land.
Tel. 864-R.
64*lt
ohue. who is now residing ’here. Mr. erally an inexhaustible supply around
E.
W.
Pike,
Chairman.
office has recently installed a “Stew
times a week the homes of this vi
Collins has also sold for the Merri tho wharves. Between whiles pussy
art-Warner” carburetor on his Ford
Know the tremendous pulling power cinity and soliciting business for its
field brothers the property on Lime- nurses four equally black kittens
touring car. Mr. Clark can idle down
of Courier-Gazette ads.
advertisers.
rock street, formerly occupied by the which will probably become good rat
to three miles an hour and jump to
late ex-Mayor R. S. Thokndike, to ters after they have been put through
25 in 10 seconds flat. “As I am not
Capt. C. L. Philhrook of Masonic a course of sprouts.
LET’S GO
a speedster, 1 don’t know what she
street.
would do if I opened her up on a
: : To tho : •
E. B. Hastings & Co.'s Dollar Sale good road,” lie says. The carburetor
The formal opening of the Knox will ho tho last of this week. Bead is a very neat affair, the intake and
Book Store. Harry Cohen proprietor, every word and see the bargains they exhaust manifolds being intregal. The
took place Saturday, and all who in are offering this month. Mail orders gas is forced through a spraying
spected the new establishment were filled every day during the sale.- adv. nozzle by air pressure at the enor
Wessawskeag Grange Hall
full cf praise for its tasteful ar
mous speed of 1100 per second into
rangement and facilities. Mr. Cohen
a vaporizing chamber which receives
was for a number of years head clerk
its heat from the exhaust; thence to
at* the* Huston-Tuttle store, where he
4 le combustion chambers 100';') vapor
gained the reputation of being some
ized, giving an even distribution of
Greeley’s Orchestra
thing of a wizard in the knowledge
gas to all four cylinders, therefore a
ARCADE
of the intricacies of the hook and
At the Payson Co., Oranges, peck.................. 75c
8:30
smoother running engine, with more
stationery business. His store pre
64-65
power, less carbon and no fouled
sents an all new stock to which other
plugs.
At the Payson Co., Memorial Wreaths $2 to $3.50
departments will he added as rapidly
The proudest fishermen at Megunas possible.

ROCKLAND

HIGH

SCHOOL

+

LINCOLN ACADEMY

WEDNESDAY,

Memorials^

28

MAY

At

DANCE

Friday* May 30

BOXING

Payson Store

Wednesday, May 28

marvtlous feat of automobile
handling was jierformed at the rear,
of the V. F. Studley, Inc. store yes
terday when the huge Dayson Mat
tress Co. truck of Bangor wormed its
way between the numerous buildings
and trestles and came to rest at tb.»
rear landing without on inch to
spare.. The truck, one of the largest
that frequents this city, is nine In
ches lower than last year in order
to -allow it to pass under the tyidgos
in various parts of the State. The
change was made because the top
was badly damaged twice.
The big
van attracted much attention as It
passed through Main street.
A

Tonight at the Grange Hall, Glencove—Dance by Marston’s.^-adv.
Fashion designers have been most
gracious to the women folk this sea
son, creating modes particularly
adapted to slender, lithe lines. One is
more lovely than the other, the vari
ation of types playing an important
part. Only upon seeing this wondrous
showing of summer apparel can you
satisfy yourself how fashionably and
economically you can apiiartl yourself
for summer at this store. CutlerCook Co.—adv.

BOLDUC
of Lewiston
VS.

FLEURANT
of Biddeford
TWO SEMI-FINALS

: : and : :
THREE GOOD PRELIMINARIES

Tickets Can Be Had At

Chisholm Bros. Store
Telephone 374-M

NEW HATS FOR OLD
I will clean your StreCw
Hat and make it look like
New. No injury to Hat or
Band.'
Panamas and fine straws
bleached.

PHILIP SULIDES
340 MAIN ST. Opp Strand Theatre

t’eook Lake Saturday were Barbara
Karl aged 13 and Jessie Shute aged
12, who had just landed a salmon
tiout weighing 2l'i pounds. Barbara’s
father, Donald L. Karl, had been
alongside the girls’ boat with a gen
erous supply of lunch. As he pulled
away one of the girls exclaimed:
Oh, I’ve I got a bite !” Supposing
she had reference to the lunch, Mr.
Karl smiled and kept on going. Both
girls were now exclaiming excitedly,
and when Mr. Karl turned he found
that they were reeling In a fish that
from a distance appeared to he both
large and lively. This was the lucki
est strike made by any of the 15 boats
on the lake at the time, and the girls
have every reason to feel elated.
Within a space of one minute three
other fishermen had hooked as many
salmon, within a radius of 200 or 300
feet, but all three fish were lost.

Those who prefer tile sleeveless
sweaters with their (treater freedom
(and opportunity of enjoyable wear
j with sheer blouses, we have some
very clever styles ia the newest
I weaves and color lanes of summer.
Cutler-Cook Co.—-adv.
Know tho tremendous .pulling power
of Courier-Gazstta ads.

The Bay View Society

DANCE
Owl’s Head, Town Hall
Head of the Bay

Wednesday, May 28
Blethen’s Orchestra
Home Made Candy and Ice Cream

At the Payson Co., Pansies, 12 to the basket 50c
At the Payson Co., Aster, Alyssum, Bachelor
Buttons and Pinks Plants, dozen.................. 35c
At the Payson Co., 2 Beautiful Singing Canaries
At the Payson Co., 2 pounds Raisins............. 25c
At the Payson Co., Canned Peaches............. 17c

Gent* 50c; Ladies 25c

At the Payson Co., 3 lbs. Large Bananas .... ,25c

FOR SALE

At the Payson Co.k Telephone and Mail Orders
Carefully attended to.

WAX FLOWERS
AND

At

WREATHS
For Memorial Day
ORDER

EARLY

G. A. TARR
234 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Tel. 614-M or 232 1
64-lt

&he Payson Store
473 MAIN STREET.

.

TELEPHONE 380

Page Four
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ROCKPORT

Roadster,
$495.00

Herbert S. Sawyer, who has been
the guest of his cousin, Mrs. Delora Morrill, left Saturday for Dex
ter where he w II visit before return
ing to his home in Amesbury. Mass.
Miss Nellie Crockett was in Sears
port Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Emery. Mrs.
John Vose. Miss Harriet Vose and
Howard Tracy n otored from Port
land ar.d were weekend guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Buzzell in <imonton.
R. L. Burns was in Lewiston to
spend Sunday.
There will be a meeting of the G.
F. Burgess V. F. A. Association
Thursday evening. May 29 at the
Town Hall to consider attending the
muster at Bath July 4.
Miss Mabel Kennedy of Rockland
was the guest of Mrs. Loring Phil
brook Sunday.
Miss Nellie B. Harmon of Banger
was a guest at Mrs. Ernest Torrey's
Sunday.
Mrs. Charles Ite.ej is in Danville,
N. 1!.. '•ailed th re by the serious illres-! : f her sis e , .Mrs. Bellr.dt Grif
fin.
Mrs. J.,A. Russ of Medford. Mass.,
is the guest of her sister. Mrs. Sher
man Weed, this week.
The Memorial Day exercises will
be held at Amsbury Hill cemetery
Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock. Mu•dc will be furnished by the West
Rockport band.
The lira of march
will form at the G. A. R. hall at 1
o’clock.
E. W. Hewett who has been spend
ing a few days ie?ently with his
s:-ter Mrs. Nellie Wilkins has re
turned to his home in Hope.
Those who are to have part in the
Memorial Day exercises are re
quested to meet at the G. A. R. hall
for practice Wednesday and Thurs
day evenings at 6 o'clock.
Mrs. William Gregory and daugh
ter Hel“n of Rockland were guest*
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. A. 1. Carroll.
Mrs. Frank X. Eaton of Winterport is a guest at Mrs. Ernest Tor
rey's.
Brainerd Paul was home from
Bowdoin college last week to spend
a few days with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. William A. Paul.
The Nitsumsosum Club sp'nt Mon
day evening at the home of Mrs.
Nina Carroll where they were very
pleasantly entertained.
Refresh
ments were served.

For Low Cost of operation, ease and comfort in
riding the CHEVROLET has no equal for a low
priced automobile.

Call 837-M and ask for a demonstration and regards
to our easy payment plan

Touring,
Roadster,

Utility Coupe, $640.00
Sedan,
$795.00

$510.00
$495.00

Chassis—Ton Truck, $550.

Commercial, $410

ALL PRICES F. O. B. FLINT, MICH

USED
Velie Touring
3 Chevrolet Tourings
Dodge Roadster
2 Dodge Sedans

SEA

CARS
Ford Coupe
1923 Ford Touring
l/2 Ton Chevrolet Truck
Buick Touring

VIEW

GARAGE

Telephone 837-M.

Main Street

SPEAKING

OF

TIRES

Here Are Some Extraordinary Values in
TIRES—FABRICS AND CORDS
FABRICS
30x3 ......................................... ....$ 8.50
30x3/2 .................................... .... 10.25 •

SOUTH WALDOBORO

. CORDS

30x3/2 .........................

....$12.50
31x4 ...................................... .... 18.50
32x4 :...................... ............... .... 20.00
33x4...................................... .... 21.00
32x4/2 ................................. .... 26.00
34x4/2 ................................. .... 28.50
Other sizes in stock at the same attractive figures.
WE GUARANTEE these TIRES and make our
Own Adjustments Here.

Emmeline

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN AUTO SALES CO.
CAMDEN, ME.

fCKQ33$I8V2BagI3B9

“oF*

NorihNatiOnal Bank}

A LITTLE BIT ADDED
every day

puts

you

ahead

without

delay.

You have a splendid opportunity to accom

plish good results and build up a fund that

Wallace

Seldom has a community been s
saddened as in hearing of the death
of Mrs. Emmeline Wallace. She was
one of our oldest residents, most of her
life having been spent in this secticn.
The past three years her
health had been impaired, but a sad
den ill turn Saturday night foretold
that the er.d was near.
Mrs. Wal
lace was especially kind and sympa
thetic In sickness and always ready
to go when the case required and
such, was like bread cast upon the
water, for when sickness came to
her. those same expessions of love
and sympathy were reciprocated
Her first marriage, in her early
twenties, was to Washington Davis
of Friendship who died »one year
later; the second to Sanford Wallace,
who died several years ago.
Of
this union were two children. Mrs.
I Carrie Eugley of the village and Ir
vin E.. with whom she had always
resided.
The high appreciation in
which she was held was Impressively
manifested not only by the relatives
but the many friends who gathered
at the home Wednesday afternoon to
pay their last respects.
Rev. Guy
C. McQuaidee of the Baptist church
of Waldoboro conducted the service
which was appropriate and impressive
A precious one from us has gone,
A voice *ve loved is stilled.
A place made vacant In the home
Which never more can he filled.
C.od in ids wisdom
The boon his love hath given.
Although cn earth the body lies.
The sou! Is safe in heaven

will work for you day and night at the North
National Bank.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository

Foot of Limeroek Stret

FISHING NOTES FROM

VINALHAVEN

Mrs. William Benner visited Ruckland Frldq^'.
Mrs. Mary Cassie and daughter,
With a promising outlook for sup Mrs. Margaret Blrnle, have returned
ply of heirir.g many of the fishermen from Worcester, Mass., where they
of Swan's Island and vicinity arc,
the wlntev.
I building weirs. Charles Rowe and | Frederlck JonPS left Saturday for
Fred Hagan are building one 1n,j;e'fast
Toothacker Covt and another near
Ulmer Smith returned to Barre.
Hat Island bar. James McKay is Vt.. Monday, having been In town
progressing with two weirs in Tooth- the past week.
acker Cove. Austin Sadler of Min
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Cray have
turn has his stakes and poles all moved to Waldoboro.
driven for a weir off Garden Point to
Rev. George W. Keyes of Boothbay
the west’ard of M ickercl Cove, and preached at Union church Sunday.
will soon have it'in commmisslon.
Mrs. Charles Schofield and little
George Carter, William Kelley, son anel Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Smith
Ralph Dawes and Ray Stanley have have returned to Rockland, having
Joined interests and are well along been in town the past week, called
with three weirs around Buckle Is by the death of Mrs. J. E. Hopkins.
You know how it is—
land. Daniel Conary has another weir
Mrs. T. J. Lyons and daughter Jenclose to Stinson’s Neck, Deer Isle. i.ie have returned to Augusta. They
friends drop in unex
Herman Conary Is building a weir at were In town the past week to attend
pectedly—to take “pot
White Island. Two weirs are being 'he funeral of Mrs. Lyon's niece, Mrs.
put down by the Spragues near Flora E. Littlefield.
luck” with you. That’s
If an average family of five per
*
Fraser's Island, a short distance from
Friday evening De Valois Comwhy you should keep
Southeast Harbar, Deer Isle. Holden mandery. K. T„ conferred the Malta
sons bought only Swift & Company
handy a can of Hatchet
& Son are finishing two weirs at degree on Fernald Ames.
meats for one week during 1923,
Flye's Island.
The Ladies of the G. A. R. held a
Brand
Baked
Beans.
Many of the Old Harbor lobstermcn Focial Friday evening, preceded by
that family would have paid the
They are so simple to
have begun to sit out their traps for a 6 o'clock supper for members and
the spring catch. At present the lob guests. "500" was the feature of the
ssrve, too.
company, as profit, less than 5
sters are rather scarce. Smacks in evening with several tables in play.
the harbor are paying thirty-four
Mrs. Frank Jones leaves this week
cents on the week’s supply.
cents. Several smacks have gone to for Northport anel Belfast.
Cooked the good oldNova Scotia for fares of lobsters.
Comrades of the G. A. 11. and other
fashioned
way they re
The Morse fishstand at Burntcoat ISitrlotlc orders attendeel the* Letter
These figures are developed by
Harbor has just received the first fish Day Saints church Sunday. Elder
tain that old-time flavor
considering U. S. Government sta
of the season, when a motor boat Minturn delivered the Memorial ad
and save all the labor.
landed a thousand pounds of cod.
dress.
The church was attractive
tistics on meat consumption in rela
The Underwood plant a,t Bass Har with flags, cut flowers and potted
Remember—four kinds—
bor is very busy canning clams.
plants anel there was sqiecial music.
tion to Swift & Company’s profit
Baked Beans plain or
The weir privilege at Rummill's
The mcmleers of the High School
Huh cn the Mt. Desert shore has been Athletic Association wish to thank all
with tomato sauce, Baked
solel to Ed Rummill. and he and w ho helped to make their recent cake
By the intelligent use of capital,
Kidney Beans and Baked
Jason Kane are about to build a weir sfie a success. The sum of $44.20
there. George Robbins, who oper- Ha8 cjeal.e<|
Swift & Company prepares meats
Yellow- Eyes.
ated there last season, is now i>ros- -mihs Harriet Tolman, treasurer of
in a modern, sanitary, scientificallypectlng for another weir privilege.
the Alumni Association, would be
To mako serving simple
Carl Lawson of Tremont has gone I grateful If members would send dues
clean manner.
to Bar Island, up the bay, fo build a (twenty-five cents) to her., a she is
—just say
•
weir. Isaac Stanley of Manset has a I seldom able to leave home to collect
wclr at Moose Island in Bluehill BAY them.
By intensive organization,
Gardiner Lawson of Tremont and
James Smith of the class of 1923.
Opechee is preparing to build a weir I y h. 8.. recently won an appointSwift & Company distributes every
at Pond Island. At Tinker's Island n,ent to the United Stated Coast
Ov'r19O Kinds
the Underwoods have a weir and|Quard Academy at New London
variety of meat, under complete
Wesley Bartlett e nd Edwin Lepaus|('ont, jjr smith stood fourth on the
are about to build two weirs.
I list of 55 appointtees. being sur- Wednesday from Bath with the body.
refrigeration, to retail markets of
Trawlers from Bass Harbor are find-1 ,,asSC<| oniy 5y a young man from Rev. M. G. Perry of North Haven of
great cities and small hamlets—
ing fish and are bringing In cod. anel Georgia, one from New York anil one ficiated. Mr. Kay was a member of
many good sized haddock.
(from Massachusetts.
This is cer- Star of Hoi>e Lodge, I. O. O. F.. Is
wherever they may be located.
Jean Sprague of Minturn has sold I tjiinlj* a very creditable showing, land
Home- Encampment, tantob
his fishing boat to Ira Torrey of Old klr Smith played baseball on the \ inalhavcn anil also of I’equolt
Harbor, who will use'it for trawling I Academy team. May 17.
Tribe e>f Reel Men. He was born in
It is only through the most effi
ard lobstering.
Mrs. E. A. Smalley and Mrs Vinalhaven 36 years ago. the son of
Under the new regulations for James Christie left Monday to attend Mrs. Mary Pe-ttee and the late
cient methods that a company can
smelt fishing, new in effect, no smelt]the Grand Chapter of the Order of Charles A. Kay. Besides his mother,
can be taken in any way save by|the Eastern Star at Portland
supply the meat requirements of a
the deceased is survived by one
hook and line in the tidal waters of
p j.; Littlefield returned Monday to. brother, George, and two sisters.
the
State
of
Maine
during
the
period
I
Boston.
where
he
is
in
the
employ
of
family of five persons, anywhere in
Mrs. Lola Swears and Mrs. Sada
between April 1st and October 1st. the Edison Electric Co. His sons Brown. Mr. Kay spent all of his life
Penalty for violation is $100.
I Douglass and Folsom, returned to ir. this town with the exception of
this country, for a period of seven
The packing plant at Oceanvllle Is Boston last week
ihe last seven years in Bath, where
days, at a profit of only 5 cents.
canning clams.
I The minstrel show given by Sir he was employed at the Bath Iron
Everett Carter of Atlantic is comh-L;ai3;,a(] Corps of Girl Reserves re- Worksi. and the Texas Steamship
ing and manicuring all the mud flats cejVed very favorable comment as an Company. He' was a stonecutter by
Swift & Company’s profit from
of every cove and inlet within flvelaltractive and up-to-date perfor- trade.* at which he worked many
miles of Atlantic dock, and succeeds n,anee. For an amateur show the years in this town. The floral tri
all sources in 1923 averaged only a
n getting clams, and bids fair to artists showed much talent as was butes were beautiful. Interment was
have in his yard a gigantic shell-heap proven by the frequent applause of made in the family lot at Pool's Hill
fraction of a cent per pound on all
which may In later years be rediscov-1
Urge anel appreciative audience, i Ceme tery. The bearers were brother
ered as interesting traces of the ab* I Especial mention should be given Cantons.
products sold.
original red man. and rival the relics Ijiiss Arlcna Kossuth in the title role
Miss Martha Littlefield died May
of ancient Pemaquid.
Lf the two act play. Carrotty Nell. 24 at her home after an illness ijf
The tripod of Long Le^ge at the a]so the end men. Arlena Kossuth, about 15 years, during which timq
& Company
eastern sde of Deer Isle thoroughfare. I Flavilla Arey, Lucinda Young. Edith she has been under the care of ■
Jericho Bay, navigation mark io thick Dickson. Dorothy Cassie and Helen i nurse. She was 78 y.ars of age. tl
weather for vessels coming in for I Orcutt. Miss Gwendolyn Green was daughter of the late Rev. William /..I
Eggemoggin Reach or Bluehill Bay, I coach and advisor. Mrs. Albra Vinal and Mary (Stevens) Liittlefleld of Vi
Rockland Local Branch, 17 Union Street
was wrecked and sunk in a gale aoe -I Smith had charge of the musical nalhaven. and sister of the late Ar
E. Johnson, Manager
era! months ago and has not been re-I numbers. Willis Kossu-th was ihter thur S. Littlefield of Rockland and
placed, and constitutes a danger to||o<.utor. The program following the Portland, whose death occurred ten
navigation. At mean low water | minstrels consisted of dances, read- days ago. anel of the late Congress133
portion of the tripoel may be seen, it,gg, due ts. steles and sketches, and i man Charles E. Littleflelel of Rock
but at high water and in thick weath- I Kas much enjoyed. A dance followed land. She is survived by one broth
er the ledge Is hidden and there is no the show, music by Lane's Orchestra, er Frank of this town, a niece. Miss
mark to run for.
I Funeral services of Fred E. Kay Carolyn Littlefield of Rockland and
Daniel Conary is rebuilding his I were held Friday at the heme of his nephew. Charles W. Littlefield of
weirs near Lazygut, off Stinson’s | brother, George Kay, who returned Montclair, N. J.
Neck. Deer Isle.
Fentriss. a charming naive and un
WALDOBORO
The two-masted fishing schooner I
sophisticated society girl. Myrtle
Leslie, formerly owneel by Harold
Stedman in the role of her pleasure- Lawson of Tremont, was sold nt the |
Mrs. James Garvin of Sanford is
loving mother. Milton Sills in the
the guest of her daughter. Mrs ; male lead. Elliot Dexter and Sylvia wharf of the Maine Fisheries Com
Berne Mitchell. The Mitchells are j BreUmer In exacting parts. Satur pany at Bernard, Bass Harbor, to M. I
Harris of the Harris Company of|
moving into their new apartments in day night the Pathe success, "The l\>rtland.
Devil to Pay," will be shown pre
the building owned by Mrs. J. W.
Capt. William H. Burns, who win- I
ceded by a Pathe comedy.
Sanborn.
tered at Northwest Harbor, Deer Isle,
(KenSgth Weston of Portland is
has returned to his home at "The
spending his vacation with his par
NORTH WASHINGTON Anchorage" in Atlantic, and has re-1
ents. Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston.
newed his gear, and painted and re
Mrs. M. H. Kuhn and daughter
Mrs. Mary Curtis of Augusta called fitted his able motor boat, and is I
By
WRIGLEY’ give
have been recent guests of Mrs. on relatives l ire last Wednesday.
al»out ready to set out a big string of |
Donald Perry in Rockland.
Elmer Jones. Mrs. Gertie Turner lobster traps.
relief, lasting
benefit.
Foster Jameson lost about 100 and Mrs. W I,. Leigher made a busi
Lawrence MacDonald of Oceanvllle I
chickens from a lire that destroyed ness trip to Augusta Wednesday.
has joined a beam trawler fleet at |
It
the
particles
one of his brooders and pens recent
F. W. Cunningham has sold his old Rockland.
Captain
Morrison of Stockton |
lycar and bought a new 1924 Fold.
the teeth
cause

Friends of Walter Clouse were
Esther Lenfeat is at work for Mrs, Springs is building several weirs.
sorry to hear of the death of his wife Rex Prescott who is quite ill with
The fleet of the Atlantic fishermen I
mentation and decay.
WASHES
in Springfield, Mass., May 22.
is about refitted and repainted, and
grippe.
IMr. and Mrs. Melrose Scott anil
the forehanded fishermen have new
Roy Lenfcst of South LHrt-ty
mouth
son of Gardiner have been visiting helping his fat ier do his farming
traps and gear ready, and the moor
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Scott.
(Mrs. Carrie I.cnfest was employed ings in Mackerel Cove and at Joyce's I
the
that
Edgar Hagerman spent the week last week in Windsor, caring for the Beach prsent a scene of activity ]
end at home from Portland.
anel or.e worthy of the essay of a I
sick wife of Arthur Sprowl.
A number of local picture fans at
W. A. Palmer and Mr. and Mrs, discerning marine artist, and oon the
tended the showing of "Little Old F. W. Cunningham and family made shores of Mackerel Cove and the
New York" in Rockland Friday and a business trip to Augusta Saturday crags and peaks of old Mt. Desert
Saturday.
Clyde Ti'.sou of Biigrale Lakes will echo and re-echo to the sounds
Mrs. Isadore Hoffscs was in Rock and Senator Adams of Kennebec of the exhausts of large numbers of
land Saturday.
county were here on business Thurs marine engines. The old-timers an
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. H. Miller. Mi
ticipate plenty of bait and precast
day.
' H. H. Kuhn. Mrs. C. B. Stahl, Mj-s. .1.
a gooel spring catch of lobsters. The I
i V. Benner. Mrs. Eudora Miller, Mrs.)
trawlers can get plenty of fish and if
I J. H. Miller and Mrs. W. H. Crowell
the price paid is fair, look for a gnoil
'are attending the meeting of the
season.—"The Fisherman's Doctor” in |
.Grand Chapter, O. E. S., in Portin'el
The Atlantic Fisherman.
this week.
How a Rockland Citizen Found Free
'The Warren High School play,
dom From Kidney Troubles.
"Cranberry Corners”, given in the
is prescribed by dentists and doctors.
Star Theatre Thursday night was
If you suffer from backache—
much enjoyed. The parts were taken
Says one dentist: “If chewing gum is used
From urinary disorders—
In best
weather togs
by Millard Hart, Richard Overlock,
Any curable disease of the kidneys
Leland Peabody, Leslie Borneman,
regularly it will result in a noticeable
ever
Use a tc»teel kidney remedy.
Arnold Teague, Fred Overlook. Mary
Doan's Pills have been tested by
benefit
to the teeth.” Get your WRIGLEY
Connell. r.uth Moody, Edna lb binthousands.
son, Madeline McElmon, Mildred
benefit today.
Ask your neighbor.
Robinson and Florence Overlook.
Rex’kland people testify.
The acting would have done credit
Can you ask more convincing proof
Several flavon
to much older performers, each part
showing painstaking care and in of merit?
Wrigley qaalitgMrs.
Geo.
L.
Brackett,
77
N.
Main
terpretation. Dancing followed the
Sealed in the
St., Rockland, says: “I was suddenly
IPATEMTEOl
play.
Purity Package
NOTEt
From Knox Hospital, Rockland, taken with sharp, shooting pains in
"Teats show that
comes the word that Mr. and Mrs. ■my back. For a week I was hardly
the glanda of the
Carl F. Dyer, who were injured in an able to hobble about the house. I
mouth are twenty
automobile accident near here Sun couldn't sweep or do any lifting and
timet more active
day night are doing very well.
Mr. was subject to headaches and dizzi
when we chew.
Dyer will soon be able to leave the ness. I felt generally run down. I
AJ. TOWER CO.BW-The fluid from
hospital but Mrs. Dyer's condition knew Doan’s Pills were used in my
these glandi neu
is more serious though not danger family with good results and decided
tralizes the acid in
to get a supply. I was well satisfied
ous.
the mouth and
The Star Theatre management is with .them as they brought almost
washes it away.*'
effering a stunning program of pic immediate relief. Three boxes of
... —Frtm »
tures for this week. Tonight comes Doan's entirely rid me of the
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
CtUift Pnftutr.
the Famous players production, “The trouble.” (Statement given October
Th. Famous Sheet Music you tee adver
28,
1918).
tised
in
ail
the
leading
magazines.
Next Oorner," with Conway Tearle
On August 27, 1920. Mrs. Brackett
Over
220
selection*—send
for
and Ixin Chaney heading the strik
catalogue
ing cast.
Widiy night ‘‘Flaming said: "I have never hail the slightest
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.
Youth" will be the drawing card for sign of kidney trouble since recom
the holiday program. This picture is mending Doan’s."
a startling exixise of modern society
B10
A. C. MOORE
its unrestraint and abandon of the
Know the tremendous pull
conventions. The big five in the cast
ing power of Courier-Gazette
Piano Tuner
assures its success. Colleen Moore
— MAKE IT THE CHILDREN’S TREAT will he seen in the part of Patricia ads.
WITH THE MAINE MU8IC CO.

DOWN EAST

Pot Luck

5 cents -7 days

HATCHET BRAND

Swift

Counteract Your
Tendency toward
Jl * J
lr&uuiri • • •
S

letting

North National Bank

joy and

IT’S
AWFUL
GOOD,

Rockland, Main©

food
that
and
fer
It
the
and teeth, counteracting
acidity
does so much damage.
removes
lodge in

fl

YOUR CHILDREN WILL
BE DELIGHTED

I

to have accounts with the Rockland National
Sank and see their money accumulating at
interest, as noted in their bank books.

01

Open accounts for them with us.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Philip MaCone
says

it Tastes Good!”
ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

BANK

ROCKLAND, - - • MAINE

Office Hours, 9 to 3

You, however, will
appreciate
the
fact
that as a FOOD, this
ice cream has nearly
three times the food
value
of
an
equal
amounj of Porterhouse
steak.
(2124)

Saturdays, 9 to I 2

' LJquality
in 'ce

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

CREAM

FULL LINE OF

to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our sec
ond hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new mod
ern furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.
279-285 Main St', Rockland

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

58-tf

after every meal

Brave the Wind and Storm

The Rockland National Bank
l|i;i MEMBER FEDERAL "RESERVE SYSTEM:,;;

WRIGLEYS

THOROUGH WORK

Why not give them the opportunity to ac
quire the saving habit.

Rockland, Maine

you

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
Rockland, Maine

the
wet
invented

the 0

FISH BRAND

h REFLEX
LICKER

SHEET MUSIC 15c

I

Every-Other-Day

PENOBSCOT'S PIONEER
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MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

CRAFT

thus making another era in Boston
THE RIVER SHANNON I
lainsKiiiiRWiiiav
Eastern Standard Time
•
and Bangor navigation.
Trains Leave Rockland son
No account of Penobscot River
Augusta. A 57 00 ». m., 17.30a. m.. tl. 10 p. in.
Ratlgor.Ai7.IRIu.nl . 17 30 a. m„ tl.10p.m.
Of Course You Know the
steamboating can be complete with
Bost.Mt. A17.00 a. in.. t7.3O a.m.. tl. lOp. m.
First Steamboat Sailed Up This River 100 Years Ago out a tribute to the rugged cap
Itrua.wkk,A
17.00a.m.,(7.30a. m., tl.lOp. m.;
Song, Now Read About
tains, engineers and seamen who,
t3.-l5p. m.
Thursday—A Bit Reminiscent
1. ■ -.i ton, AS7 00 a. m., (7.30 a.m..tl.l0p.nltrip in and trip out, hazarded their
the Subject Of It.
Neur York. tl l(lp. m.
lives during summer fogs and winter
I> irtlaml, AS7.00 a in., t7.30a. m., tl. 10 p.m.,
storms, especially the Sanford and
|5.35
p. m.
“The Shannon River, which so
■A recent edition of the Boston and the Rockland (1854). with which Ingraham brothers, so long on the
W l rviltr. A!7 00 a.in., 17 30a m.tl10p . m.
long has figured in the romance of
i ii, A 17.00 a .at.. 17.30 a.m„(l .10 p m.
Globe contained a highly interesting the Rockland and Machias branch B «ton and Bangor Bine.
There
ta.Jjp in.
S
the imaginative Irish, will soon be
was Charles B.. Edward H., Thomas
story of the find steamboat to can I up was established.
A
Passenger
i provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
connected with an Industrial ro
».:
i
t
l
•il.'.eju.cptSunday.
B„ and Asa M. Sanford; and Otis,
First Iron Shp
/the P^pobseot river, Just 100 years
mance of that country, if the great
I). C. DO'.'C I VSN.
M. I.. HARRIS,
■1
. I Y. I*, it Gen'l Mgr. Gen'l Passenger Agt
With the launching in May 1344, at Orris and Mark L. Ingraham.
ago, and of gome of the famous
engine ring project for harnessing
b.ats that followed the first one, Wilmington, Del., of the second
its waters, reported to be in pro
•written by Harris Walter Reynolds "Bangor," owned by a company
NORTH HAVEN
gress is put into operation." says a
i Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
r of Brookline, Mass., and formerly of which styled itself the Bangor Steam
bulletin from the Washington, D. C„
2 Bangor.
The story which was Navigation Company, came (i new
Mrs. Flora Marden and Mrs. Em
head'iu li ters of the National Ge
coupled with photographs of the Ban era in American shipbuilding, for ma Stone attended the Pythian Sis
ographic Society.
EAtJGOR LINE—SPRING SCHEDULE
gor I, Steam Brigantine New York, this was the flrst iron seagoing pro ters' convention in I’ortland last
‘“Dainty shamrock blooms
qnd
STEAMSHIPS BELFAST AND CAMDEN
Rockland 1, and Bangor II, follown: peller steamer built in the United week.
other tlowers nod their pretty heads
Leave P.oek’.and daily except Sundays at
'She had three masts, was
One hundred years ago next Thurs States.
8 00 I'. M. (Standard Time) (nr Boston
ley the side of its foaming weirs und
Irven Simpson represented Fox Is
Return—1 eave Boston, dally except Sun
WARREN
day, (May 22.) the first steamboat to schooner rigged with fowsprlt and land Bodge. K. of P., at Grand Budge
Its bawling rapids.
They give a
days at 6 00 1’ >1 (Daylight Saving Time).
ply the waters of the Penobscot river, Jibboom and carried light sails, She in Lewiston last Wednesday.
----colorful background to stories conLeave Rockland, daily except Mondays at 5.00
"The Rhine of America,” stood into was 131 feet in length, 23 feet beam
Roland Wade has bought the Fred eerning the fairies who still play
A. M. (Standard Time) Camden 5 45 A. M. J
Mrs. N. I*. Hallowell of Boston was
Belfast 7 15 A. M : Bucksport 8 15 A M.)
Belfast Bay, where her arrival was and maintained an average speed of In town Wednesday looking after the A. Skinner farm at East Warren.
pranks upon the inhabitants in its
Winterport 9.1.5 A 51.; leue Rancor 10 00 A.
Mrs. Addison Oliver has secured vicinity the miraculous cures of the
announced by the discharge of can somewhat over 10 knots an hour.
opening of her cottage.
51
employment
in
the
shoe
shop
non.
t
The .arrangement of her compart
r.umei us holy wells, ar.d the potency
Return Leave Bangor, dally except Sun
Rev. M. G. Perry conducted the
days
at 2.('0 1’ 51 ; (Standard Time! for
.Mr.
and
Mrs.
Newell
Eugley
ac

of th. wishing wells near its banks.
A strunge-looking little craft she ments was In many ways similar to funeral services of the late Fred Kay
Boston and way landings, due tlie following
companied
ley
Hilda
Wilson
and
Har

wars, constructed from the hulls of that of vessels of her class today. at Vinalhaven Friday.
morning about " till A. 51
Longest in Irish Free State
We’ ve said a lot about
two schooners, with beams a ross There (we:e three deck houses, one
Mrs. A. II. Coo|>er has a fine as riet and Susie M. Hahn motored to
MT. DESERT A DLUEHILL LINES
“Statistically speaking, the Shaneach and decked over—both keels forward, one amidships as a covering sortment of geraniums and wreaths Belfast Sunday and called ejn Charles
BAR HARBOR LINE
Veedol Motor Oil
noi is the largest and longest river
being retained—and greatly resem for the boiler, galley and pantry and for Memorial Bay. Orders taken for H. Hahn and family.
Standard Tima
Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Starrett in the new Irish Free State, measures
bling the "Demologoe,” first United another aft for the passengers. cut flowers.
'
240 miles In length and is £ miles
Leave Rockland dally except Mondays at
There was a comfortable saloon sur
States Navy steanjer.
Funeral services' for the late Sam are moving to their farm, “The Star wide at its mouth. During its course
5 A. 51.. for North Haven, Stonington, South
Continuing up the river, she ar rounded by sleeping accommoda uel Crockett who died in Lynn. May ling" for the summer months.
west Harbor. Northeast Harbor. Seal Har
There’s a lot to say
bor. doc Bar Harbor 11 A 51.
'Mrs. Delia Robinson who has been It drops 150 feet from the foot of the
Frieght was lowered into the 20, were held at the Island church
rived at Bangor on the evening of tions.
Cull agh Mountains, where it rises,
Return Leave llHr Harbor dally except
the day following, Sunday, where hold through the hatch near the by Rev. M. (I. Perry Friday after ill is somewhat improved.
Sunday's at 1 tut 1’. 51 for Rockland and way
about it—it’s a good oil
to the s •:—the last feature being the
Hilda
Wilson
has
been
a
recent
even greater excitement prevailed, crew’s quarters forward.
tondlns t.
noon. Mr. Crockett was the son of
The Bangor ran unlil December, the late Beacon and Mrs. S. Y guest o-f Mabel Crawford North sour'0 of its power to turn the
since no notice of her coming had
BLUE HILL LINE
wheels ef industry.
1846, when she was purchased by the Crockett. His boyhood was spent on Warren.
been received.
Standard Time
“From Loop Head and Kerry Head,
Newell
Eugley
met
with
a
painful
government,
renamed
the
Scourge
A party of 120 persons was soon
his father's farm. In early manhood
Leave Rock'and dai'y except Mondays at
the twin capes at its entrance to the
accident
Saturday.
crushing
his
and
served
in
the
Mexican
War.
The
made up for an excursion to Bucks
5 n.i A. 51 for Park Harbor. South Brooks
he rqarrieJ Fostinn Witherspoon,
sea, it is navigable for all c^isses of
ville. Sargentville. Peer Isle. Brooklin, South
port on Monday morning.
The cost of conversion into a warship who survives him also one son Nor forefinger badly. The member was
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cents postage for each 1000.
home for the summer.
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. MAINE
to reduce their rates in return.
ger Steamship company became a
Subsequently, there 'followed the part of the Eastern Steamship, eomTelephones—Office 468: House 603-W
governor (1846) on the came route; p^ny, an amalgamation of all of the
CUSHING
State of Maine (1848). which was lihes running from Boston east.
ARTHUR L. ORNE
^equipped with two iron return-flue Twice since, however, the latter com
, Virgil M. Robinson, formerly o
| boilers installed on the guard instead pany has been reorganized, bearing
Cushing, was one of those of th
t Insurance
v of in the hold, an arrangement which the names of Eastern Steamship Cor
Rockland. Maine
graduating class of Bryant t Strut- '
-when first noticed on Hudson River poration (1911). and (he Eastern
Sue
,
essor
to A. J. Erskine & Co.
ton College ’24. to receive a s ■•v>l.boats brought out the advertising Steamship Lines. Ine. (1917) with
arship award for attaining highest
.feature that there was no danger Calvin Austin president.
Know the tremendous pull 417 MAIN ST.. ... - ROCKLAND
percentages for the term.
.Bom explosives as now the boiler
In 1907 and 1909 were buH$; the
SUPERBA ON THE LABEL — SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE
CAROS—Call at thia office
ing power of Courier-Gazette andENG.tAVED
vas no longer in the vessel itself af- present up-to-date steel turbine
examine wlylrt,
If you already hare
Know the tremendous pulling power
a plate brine It In and lei ua print you oaretn
steamships "Camden" and “CMist,"
•ids.
of Courier-Gazette ade.
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THOMASTON
The summer dance season opens in ‘
Walts hall. Monday, June 2, and will
introduce Fogg’s orchestra.
•Mrs. J. E. Walker entertained Mrs.
Bramble of Baltimore Monday even- !
ing.
Airs. Bramble has been visit- ,
ing her daughter, Mrs. Russell Gray 1
the past month, but will return home j
very soon.
L
An alarm of fire early Saturday I
called the firemen and a large crowd
of residents to the Edward Miller
house on Thatcher street where a
lively fire was. in progress.
The
hous, was occupied *by Samuel Mil
ler whose family consists of an in\ did wife and a young daughter.
Mrs. Miller who slept on the first
boor was awakened by the smoke
and quickly gave the alarm.
The
‘lad, used as a summer kitchen
was found to be ablaze with the fire
spreading to the upper part of the
ell where it soon gained an entrance
into the house.
The fire charred the
rafters and burned through the roof
in a number of places.
Several
hundred dollars will be required to
restore the buildings.
Insurance is
.reported to be $1500 on building and
4200 on furniture.
The cause of the
fire is not known.
Mrs. Robert Mc
Lain who lives in the next house on
the w stern side called her husband’s
•attention to the sound of a man’s I
footsteps in their yard just before i
the alarm was given.
The furious j
-barking of their dog aroused Mis. I
McLain.
A union memorial service was held |
at the Baptist church Sunday even- 1
ing.
Rev. R. H. Short preached the j
‘sermon. Tfre musical numbers were .
rendered by a mixed quartette and 1
a chorus.
Unusual interest was
manifested by the citizens of the '
town who were out in large num-|
hers.
Only two of the Civil War
Veterans were observed in the con
gregation.
Miss Frances A Shaw
lead an article accounting for the
origin of Memorial Day.
The rite
of baptism was administered to one
candidate at the close of the ser
vice.
Mrs. Alice Upham of Camden spent
Sunday with her mother, Mrs. Fernald, High street.
The Baptist church and society
will unite in a reception to their
retiring pastor. Rev. R. FI. Short, at
the v stry on Friday evening next at
8 o’clock.
All members of the
church and society and all Baptists
who may be in town at the time are
cordially invited to be present.
A large number of baseball • fans
went with the T. H. S. team to Vi-I
nalhaven Saturday afternoon to wit-]
ness the game with the Vinalhaven ’
team.
The rough waters caused’
much seasickness but Thomaston j
High won the game by the score of
13 to 1.
For details of the trip in-!
quire of Miss Goldie and Mr. Roundy. ;
Mrs. J. E. Walker will give a teal
to. Mrs. R. IL Short and some of
latter’s intimate friends on Thursday
afternoon.

Every-Other-Day
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MICKIE SAYS—

ATHLETIC DRILLS

Reduction
A magic word in merchandizing often abused,
but we are soon to remodel and enlarge our store,
but meantime must get rid of much of the stock
now on hand. To reduce this big stock we will
give you a Real Reduction in Price#. You will
see some startling values at our store. At least
come in and look. For example—

Citizens May See Physical =
Education Exemplified At S
Big Exhibition June 4.

=

We are Ready
To Buy

\F NER PAPER DOMT COME,
' LET US KMOW RIGHT OFF AMO^
|

VIE'LL ’SEWO NA ANOTHER. ».

> SOWETtWtES A PAPER JEST

VJAHOERS OFF 'M G«S LOST

Summer Cottages and Board
TO LET—Coxj 5-room cottage at Southend.
Modern conveniences. Adults preferred. Also
room cottage with small barn on Autumn
street, with electric lights and water. W. A.
CLEVELAND, 33 Pacific St.
64-66
TO LET—For the sumnoT furn'shed house
of seven rooms at South Gushing, Maine,
p’ensantly located on the Georges River.
$156 f..r the season
ANNIE FILLMORE,
item Hi!!. Ml.-it
63*7l-tf
TO LET OR FOR SALE—At a bargain, two
furnished summer cottages, 8 and 9 rooms, at
Owl’s Head, Maine Address B. F. HUSSEY,
30 Church street.. Everett, Mass.
TO LET Furnished cottage at Crescent
Beach for the month or season.
Inquire
at C. A. ROSE CO., Rockland or MRS. C. A.
ROSE, 17 Waclnisett St , Forest Hills, Mass.
52-tf
FOR SALE—Summer cottage lots at In
graham Hill, price $100 and $150. Also
summer cottage" to let, 6 rooms, electric
lights, city water, 5 minutes to electric
cars; pric- $250 for season.
G. A. TARR,
Rockland, Me. Box 245.
47-tf

Few people realize the benefit de
AN' WE OOUY KUOYI IT TIU_|
rived by boys and girls o( the public
TM' SUQSCR18ER MAKES
schools through physical education
, HOLLER, SO POUT BE
Many think it is merely a case of
physical exercises and muscular de
BASHFUL, FOLKS t
velopment but its real efficiency lies
•in the mental and moral tone it
gives to the sound body.
The aiei t
youngster is a far better student
than his poorly conditioned brother
or sister. The physical director also I
devotes much time to health ami
habit talks which hear noticeable
fruit in improved appearance.
Tin
COTTAGE AT CRESCENT BEACH—To
director discovered that only 150 [
Couch Hammocks, Veranda Furniture, Refrigera
rent for the summer; has five sleeping rooms
boys in all the grades from 6 to S i
and large living room, with fireplace, fine
tors and Oil Stoves.
brushed their teeth, a menace which |
kltQjten.
Every room furnished. Fine well
of water. E. B HASTINGS
45-tf
he is rectifying.
SELL OR RENT—Summer cottage at
A very special price now set on—
in order to let the people of this
Pleasant Beach, South Thomaston.
Beau
city know what is being done in the
tiful location.
Cottage comfortable and
schools in the way of physical edu
well equipped for at least six persons. Good
garage.
ENSIGN OTIS, Buckland, Me.
THOMASTON
cation ail exhibition is being put on
39-tf
64-tf
June 4 at 3 o’clock at the Broadway
Athletic Field.
More than 1000
children will take part in the drills I
For Sale
ar.d exercises and every parent can
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiii;
Nil
FOR
SALE
OR
TO CIVE AWAY—I have a
see what his child is doing daily in j
fine tree, all limbed, which was cut down
the s hools.
The drills will include I
Saturday.
Anyone
wanting same may in
KOUNDOURIOTIS
he third grades and upward and |
quire on premises or take it away without'
"MADE FROM MILK”
quiriug
XY-S, 15 Granite Street, City.
hi mass formations are spectaculai
64* It
,ii the extreme.
As
the
Staff
of
Life
It
Ex

FOR SALE—Solid quartered oak eightin addition to giving the people of
piece dining set, also one Royal .Morris
Buckland and surrounding towns a
ceeds Bread—Civilization
Chair.
MRS. JL B HIGGS, 27 Warren St.
genuine treat the exhibition will j
Every issue of The Courier-Ga Tel. 950-W.
64-66
Depends On It.
serve another purpose, for a small fee i
zette is a salesman, visiting three
FOR SALE—Collie pups and Rabbit Hound
COUCH HAMMOCKS
will be charged, tickets being sold by
times a week the homes of this vi pups a month old—price $5 each. R. B.
"lf the humble cow ever aspired to
the Crammar School youngsters, and
cinity and soliciting business for its SIMMONS, Union. It. F. 1> No 1
tlie proceeds will go toward defray - trademark her products the average
advertisers.
FOR SALE—Gulbransm piano Used very
ing athletic equipment and trophy shopper would lie amazed at the
little
Inquire af THIS OFFICE. 64*66
labels ’Made from milk’ which would
cup costs of the current year.
FOR SALE—Tulips, '5c per dozen.
adorn
his
purchases
—
purchases
A few nights ago such an exhibi
Robinson st
63*65
tion was given in Bangor with 1500 ranging from horn-rim spectacles to
313-315 Main St.
Rockland.
Tel. 745-J
FOR SALE—Second hand Herald C Range
chess
men.
magazines
to
radio
sets.
”
children performing before a tre
in first .-lass condition.
HOWARD E.
CROCKETT. 20 Franklin Street
Tel. 424 1
FRIDAY—TAN POCKETBOOK
mendous crowd and the city is still says a bulletin from the National
63-tf
Geographic
Society
’
s
Washington.
D.
talking about the event.
With this
Containing sum of money, papers
PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN
FOR SALE—Oak sideboard, dining table
in mind spertators and automobilisis C.. headquarters.
and Liberty Bond. Liberal reward
and diair . walnut dining table, oak hat tree,
’’Consider a debutantes’ ball, which
should come early. The High School
v..limit hat tree and adjustable chair for inva
if returned to—
hoys will assist Athletic Directoi is a most inappropriate place to con
lid.
CHARLES T SPEAR. 150 Middle St.
62*6#
Jones in ushering and handling the template the unromantic cow. The
Mrs. Madge Stahl
occasion would lose much of its
FOR SALE OR TRADE—% ton truck and
events.
touring car in A-l condition, Guernsey heifglamor if the cow didn’t supply the
The program:
Jacobs Ave., Camden. Tel. 211-4
(r. i year old, 2 fresh cows, horse, set
milk which helps provide many other
Part I
driving harness, grocery wagon, road cart.
63-65
adjuncts than the ice cream.
Will trade for 1 ton truck.
CHARLES G?
March on field.
ERICKSON, Box. 98, R I> 1, Warren. Me
Setting up exercises.
When Cow is a Cinderella
_________________________________ 63 6 5
Ruler Drill.
’ Yonder maiden’s burnished golden
FOB SALE—I have 33 houses (or sale in
Formation of letters.
i all parts of this cit> ; also 1 in Thomaston
hair is kept in place by a flaring
Part 2
'ami
. \(i.il in Rockport and Camden. These
comb, made of milk, she toys with a
Blackboard relay race.
(Xth girls milk-handled fan. she made her
Advertisements in this column not to holms are of all sorts and size:, ranging in
price
from $700 to $8,800.
I can otter
exceed three lines inserted once tor 25 cents. real farms,
vs 7th girls)'
plenty of them, in Knox and
toilet somewhat hastily with an ar
3 times for 50 cents
Additional lines 5
Mass games, races by boys.
Lim
iiin
counties
ranging
in
price
from $900
Especially when used on a
ray <•/ articles largely made of milk,
cents each for one time, 10 cents 3 times. to $10,000.
Several of these are excellent
Part 3
DAVSON Lnamei Bed—and
Six words make a line.
because she received her belated in
blueberry farms
1 also can offer four
Baseball game, 7 innings.
DAYSON Rustless Springs is
fine cottages.
For quick sale of property
vitation from a procrastinating young
McLain School vs H. S. Specials. man through a telephone receiver,
call I. W. BENNER, Real Estate Agent. 2
Lost and Found
North Main 8t., Rockland
<2 I 1
The Downy Cot
made of milk. She is jotting down
FOR SALE -Fairbanks-Morse
Electric
FOUND Autuinobik* tire. May 19 Owner
Admiral Koundouriotis was ap
her dance engagements on a program,
You Read About
can have same by proving propery and pay Gen. i c.K.r. I lo volt. 3‘zjk. w.. belt drive, ad
HOME
EDUCATION
pointed regent cf Greece after the
justable
base.
150
lights
or
battery
charging.
made
of
milk,
while
she
chats
dur

ing
for
this
ad.
JEROME
BURROWS.
i
in Story-Books—
withdrawal from the country of
GEORGE ROBERTS X CO, INC, 10 LimeBeech St.
64,-It
ing intermission with an
escort
rock Street .•Rockland. Maine.
62-tf
All the Comfort
flecking ashes from a cigarette in a King George and Queen Elizabeth
LOST—Tan Pocketbook containing sum of
(By Margaret Conn Rhoades)
and pending the decision as to the
FOR
SALE
—
The
Wisner
place.
Broadway
—
money,
personal,
papers
and
Liberty
Bond
in the World.
milk-made holder.
ferm of government that shall ba
Liberal reward if returned to MRS MADGE 12 room house with modern improvements—
1 was somewhat astonished at the
"Sounds a bit far-fetched, doesn’t
garage,
stable,
14
acres
dand,
orchard,
two
For sale by furniture deal
STAHL,
Jacobs
Avenue,
Camden.
Tel.
poise of a young child who visited it? But three per cent of casein in established.
ben houses. Fine place for price.
211-4.
C3-65
ers in this community.
The Ulmer place. Rankin St.. 10 acres land.
in my home. She had been untx- .cow's milk today is the raw material
Abide in Bangor. Maine, by
Double, house. Warren Street.
pectedly left by her mother who
a kaleidoscopic array of manuMiscellaneous
Small house at Highlands.
/
To
Let
been
called
away
suddenly.
She
hud
8-rcoin house at South End. Also several
H.
L.
DAY
SONS
&
CO.
♦ ♦ ♦ •
jfactured products.
o'iier houses and farms.
ANNIE F. HAHN,
ASTERS.
35c
HER
DOZ
—
Annual
carna

ail
tht
earmarks
of
an
experienced
TO
LET
—
Two
large
sunny
rooms
all
fur
“Nor does this take into account
Write for folder No. 324
Capt. Howard Barter of Martins
62*fl}
visitor, although to my knowledge that, for every six couples at the tions, Spice I’inks. Calendulas. Stocks nished for light housekeeping. TEL 111 AY. 67 Rankin St.
Double Balsams, Bachelor’s Bui tons. Mourn
ville wh » came to Thomaston to
Cl-tf
FOR SALE New General Electric Motors
she had never been out of town be dance, somewhere in the background ing Bride Tomato Plants, Iceberg Lettuce.
Here’s where we Heave a Brick at
spend a lew dr.vs with his CTister,
•’ ’ w,l,‘
switches; 60
TO LET -Good location, all mod- I 37"V10
fore. When her mother returned I is one cow’. For at our present rate 15c. Cauliflower. 29c per doz. L. E. CLARK. ernROOM
the Cheap Guy who is Always Trying I
Apply D.
conveniences.
References required. cycle, 220 watts, 3 phase
Mrs. Edward Brown, is ill.
SHAITEK, 15 Rockland St . Rockland. Me.
to get Free Puffs in the Paper. Wei
asked if it had been home training of consumption every twelve persons 1 Lake Ave., Rockland. Tel. 8C4-K. I.l-tf
TEL.
733-12
or
apply
at
19
OCEAN
ST
1 •.. <n and Mrs. Willis K. Jordan
60-tf
63*6
that had made her so careful, so ob consume the milk product of one cow.
like to tie a Good Fellow and try to j
NOTICE
Full DYSON Line at
of South Warren were Sunday guests
FOR SALE—FARM My farm sit^^B in
The public is hereby notified that all bills
servant, so much a model visitor.
Boost
Everybody
in
tlnse
Columns,
PLEASTO
LET
—
Furnished
rooms.
1U
Union. Me , consisting of 156 acre«^4/’*
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Jones.
Milk as Staff of Life
against the City of Rockland should be pre ANT ST
V. F. STULLLY INC.
62*67
“Oh. that is a result of our neighdivided in tillage, pasture and woo/A'? 4
sented before the last Thursday of the month.
Miss Floren.ce Hyler of Portland but the Cheap Guy is Too Tight to
“Bread has a reputation for being
Itorhood co-operative training?' 'tit*
p»r order
Do
Anything
in
Return
and
all
the
TO LET—Storage for furniture, stoves, pi m easy terms. 56 ions hay, withr/t,._
Rockland,
Me.
was a Sunday visitor of her father
A U VUSE, Rockville, Me
60lj
Committee on Accounts and Claims, anos
Good clean rooms.
Imjuire .1 H. out
mother replied. "You see there are the ‘staff of life,’ hut milk mere
Favorable Mention he gets here will
City of Rockland, Me
and sister Alida.
MELVIN, 21 Gay St , Rockland, Me
Tel.
FOR SALE Soloman Mank Farm
some things children learn better 4n nearly fulfills that definition. Sub
Be
Durn
Little.
Rockland,
Me.,
May
23
624 M
62-tf
Arrangements are being made to ob
miles from Union Vonunon on the Washing
another home, so n few neighbors in stitutes for our customary breads
PLEASANT POINT
TO LET—Newly furnished rooms, and light ton road, 66 acres of land, good buildings,
NOTICE—This Is to warn all persons not
serve Memorial Day with appropriate
water
in house and in barnyard, cuts 26 tons
our locality decided to co-operate. may he had; but there is no substi to harbor or trust niy wife. Ora
rooms,
excellent
location,
good
housekeeping
Ripley or,
exercises.
Details will appear in
CAMDEN
tute for milk. Our civilization de my account as 1 shall not pay any bills of home
MRS. W. II MILLIGAN, 16 Sum of hay, good pastures for seven cows. 75 ap
Mrs. Byron Coombs was called tft Occasionally one of us would invite
ple
trees,
plenty of wood and lumber for
Thursday’s issue of The Courier-Ga
59 • I
contracting after this date.
F. A. RIP mer St.
weekend guests; these guests were pends literally upon a plentiful sup her
iio:ne use
For further particulars address
LEY
Corr.mt ncement we<k comes this Belfast las: week l>y the illness and
zette.
ply of good milk.
TO
LET
—
Office
at
:cs
Main
St
over
Ves

M.
L.
1HILRRU0K,
R F. D. No 3. Union.
the
neighborhood
children.
They
South Hope, Maine. May 24, 1924.
Mrs. Robert McLain is slowly re
ar the week of of June 16, and on death of her grandfather. William
per Leach Store until Dec. 1.
TEL. 260
M
, . •
“
Even
the
elimination
of
the
casein
63*71
were required to ixtck their owr, haC*.
Young.
__________________________________
581
f
_
ib;
covering from a serious illness.
t date occurs til Junor Prize
FOR SALE—Seed Potatoes, Lily of the
see that their clothes were in shape, from milk, the element which pro
MAKE COOD MONEY selling standard
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
Shuman
Hudson Nash of Rockland has em- bpeaking. Thursday the graduating
TO LET—Furnished rooms for lhiht house Valley, large yieldcrs, harvested last year,
and be prepared to visit for a day vides must of the by-products, would radio sets and parts in spare or whole time. keeping for couple.
MRS. H. BREWSTER, 175 hu from 5 bu. seed.
$1 50 per bu.
piuyment with the McLain's inboat . xercises will be held
and Friday have gone to M. uiiegan, where Mr.
For further information write P. 0 BOX 15.
72 Camden St
Tel. 335-1.
57-tf .
or two. We were formal in our table be inconvenient. Chemically, casein Woodfords. Maine.
RALPH C. WYLLIE. Oyster River Road, War
Shuman has employment.
building.
! evening the ball.
Theannual meet62*64
Ls
the
principal
nitrogenous
constitu

ren.
Me.
Tel
169-12
59-64
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
Ca.-s Brackett un i Laurice Nichol- service during the stay of these IHJanns 1'lmer and family of Cush-, ing and banquet of theAlumni AsAUTOMOBILE AND HOUSE PAINTING. and
ent of milk: popularly, it
the
musical instruments or anything that
FOR SALE—Motor boat. 28 ft speed hull.
s«.n
of
Monhegan
were
cullers
at
A.
He
people
and
planned
special
enterrcfinlshing
rurni
’
.r
.
pianos,
etc
MELVIN
ing are In town for a few days.
Mr.' sociation will be hi Id Tuesday or
re«iuires a dry, elean room
Terms rea (•i.'(k sale. Will exchange for rtdlo. canoe
tainment for them. In fact they were ’curd'; and its first and principal use L. HOPKINS, Tenant’s Harbor, Maine.
sonable.
FLYE’S GARAGE, 221 Main St., or vietrola.
llii.r is a Civil War veteran.
Wednesday. A meeting of the execu- W. Maloney’s last week.
BOX I9i, BELFAST, ME
62*64
is- for cheese.
Rockland.
40-tf
Henry
T»
el
and
Bert
York
of
treated
throughout
their
stay
as
real
59-64
J.e\l Se.ney was at his place of t ve committee was held Friday even“Our animal immigrants have been
KNOX
DUPLICATE AUCTION
SCORE
lara
wood $16 cord.
business Monday after a sickness of! ing and plans made for rocuring a Ted’s Is’, .nd. were visitors at D. L. company.
For sale by MRS. GEORGE J
negh cted.
Their importance de Card blocks.
’
And
you
know
children
delight
in
R.
II
WITHINGShims
16
4»unche^$l,00.
Maloney’s last week.
Some fine
W. SMITH.
Tel 186.5.
62-64
some weeks.
J speaker.
Wanted
serves a society of their descendants.
TON.
Tei. 361-W.
58*66
The last High School league game
Members of Joel Kiyfs Grant music was enjoyed. Mrs. Maloney living up to an Ideal. The training Economic geography has been in
PAPER HANGING ADD PAINTING—For
WANTED
—
At
Kitchen woman
Ap
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan’s
was
splendid
for
them
and
the
sight

such work call 349-M Rockland.
C C. ply to the REALonceon the home grounds will lie played ! circle. Ladies of the (1. A. It., attend- presided at the piano and there were
LUNCH, myrtle St.
Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
fluenced by th< animal winners of our JOHNSTON, 16 Pha ant St.
62*73
64-66
location close by shore.
Garage and out
ia \t Saturday with Camden.
AdMemorial services at the M. 11 four violins. Floury Teel. Bert York, seeing trips we took about the town West. When, in 1626. a packet of the
TRUcking
were instructive. There was no let
buildings, water in house
Acre and half
ERRANDS
MOVING
ANO
and
listened
j
W
•
<
Demuth
and
Miss
Arietta
MaWANTED
Man
to
work
in
garden
first
of
mission 35 cents.
i church Sunday mornln
Dutch
West
India
Company
landed
on
(lonc
pr(J!l
„,{iy
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home. At
Go
anywhere.
C.
0
HARting down of the company attitude
week
MRS. W. 0. FULLER, 45 Beech a bargain.
The fallowing Shriners are attend- to a fine sermon by the pastor. Rev.! leney.
Address I)R. I. B. GAGE, At
61-tf ! the
156-M or 629-1
Manhattan
Island
with
a
cargo
of
ADEN.
Tel
St. Tel. 363.
63-tf
Victor Whittier of Belfast was at "dth them and today we feel sure
m at Belfast: U. Ernest Smith, who is the son of a
lantic,
Me
57*tf
ing the convo.
domestic animals and agricultural
FITTED DRY HARDWOOD $16 per cord
cottage on Gay’s Island last week. these little folks understand wonder
WANTED—Plain cook for the summer at
Yea to n Robinsoi
Harold Gleason, i
\\\ir veteran and is personally
delivered. Send your onlers for future or Im
FOR
SALE
—
Covered
body
for
ton
truck,
as
implements
it
paved
the
way
for
a
MRS. K. C. RANKIN. good as new; also all kinds of second hand
Wil’bur Morse has sold his Ford fully well all the simple rules for
mediate delivery.
CHARLES HELIX Tel. Mcguntleook Lake.
Fra nk Jordan, William Mathews. : ;interested In these days of Memorial,
principal industry of the Empire 352-2!
54 Cedar St.
Tel. 154-4.
63 65
model
visitors.
60-71
lumber.
C.
E
GROTTON
Tel.
14-3
Cam

truck
to
Laurice
Nicholson
of
Mon

Frank Beverage R. W. Walsh, Dr. so dear to the hearts cf the members
Economically, the
57-tf
• The co-operative plan did not stop State of 1924.
WANTED- -At once, ton of loose straw. den
TWO LARGE VANS will be in vicinity of
hegan.
It. il. Kpilar, A. ). Davis and Dr. E. of the patriotic organizations.
New
Amsterdam
settlers
were
LESTER
D.
EATON.
Warden
of
State
Prison
FOR SALE- Chase tu^diug ani shinglo
Rockland. .May 26 and would like return
Roger Creamer has bought a new with visiting either, but we had sew
W. P< is lee.
63-65
Mr. and Mrs. George Higgins spent
i i bine ia good condition
Call
write
load to Boston or vicinity at reduced rate. Thomaston.
ing classis where each child demon cheese-makers.
Mi s. R. II. Short and children will'
weekend with friends in Bangor. Ford truck.
(LARK. REID A CO, 343 Grvin St., CamWANTED—Housekeeper in family of three. HARRY A SWIFT. Ka*t Wurci, P. O adstrated
the
making
of
a
simple
gar

Westward
Courto
of
Cheese-Making
ilr
Thomaston,
iston,
It.
F
I>.
1
51*71
bjfdge, Mass.
56-tf
Mrs. Cora Coombs has returned
Write ‘G.“ care Courier-Gazette
62-64
leave for Boston Saturday.
They 1 Carl II. Hopkins was home from
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Summer Furniture

BLACK & GAY, Ganners

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

LOST

In Everybody’s Column

HARDY PLANTS

AVOID WORRY!

ALBAPOL
AUTOMOBILE

MERRILL’S

FURNITURE POLISH

THE LORRAINE

CEMETERY VASES

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
w. P. STRONG

H. H. CR1E & CO.

--adv.

L. C. SMITH & CO.

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles
n addition to personal notes recording
departures and arrivals, the department
especially desires Information of social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc.
Motes sent
by mail or telephones will he gladly received.
TELEPHONE .................................... 771-770

Ex-Mayor W. S. White, who has
had several days of severe illness,
was reported yesterday as much im
proved.

Mr. and Mrs. Jason O. Packard of
Rockville leave today for Massachu
setts where they will spend the sum
mer with their son, Mont, in Hull and
Nantucket.
Nathalie M. Smith is giving a party
for young friends at the home of her
grandparents, Mr. ard Mrs. Austin
W. Smith, 4« Grace street at 3 o'clock
this afternoon.

P. S. Philbrick is making a short
visit in Hope.
Invitations are out for a children’s
party to be given by Nathalie Arnold
Jones in tlie Elks’ Home, Wednesday
afternoon from 4 to G.
.

Fred E. Littlefield, former Vinal
haven postmaster was a visitor in the
city yesterday, enroute to his home
in Boston after a brief visit to the
island.
The Harmony Ciub will have a
slipper at the home of Miss Kathleen
Singhi, . Park
street, Wednesday
evening at 6.30. Members will take
dishes, and if unable to be present
please notify Miss Singhi, telephone
142-11.
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Have you visited our Bargain Basement lately? If
not we wish to call your attention to the fact that we
have just added to our regular stock the following Cot
ton and Silk Dresses—splendid values.
Tangg Dotted Swiss, size 1.C ........................................................................ $ 9.50
Black and White Dotted Swiss, size 18 ......................... .......................
7.50
White Organdie, size 16 ...................................................... “........................
5.00
White Organdie, size 16 ..................................................................................
Gray Voile, size 18...............................................................................................
White Organdie, size 38 ..................................................................................
White Voile, size 16 ..........................................................................................
White Voile, size 40 ...........................................................................................
2 White Dotted Swiss, sizes 30 ..................................................................
White Georgette, size 38 .................................................................................
White Lace, size 18 ............... ...........................................................................
Black Taffeta and Lace, size 43 ..................................................................
Navy Heavy Silk Crepe, size 18 ................................................................
Navy Canton Crepe, size 44,/i .....................................................................
Navy Satin Canton, size 16 ...........................................................................
Black Cantdn Crepe,, size 42 .........................................................................
Black Canton Crepe, size 42 ...........................................................................
2 Cocoa and Black figured Silk, sizes 40-44 .......................................

5.00
5.00
5.00
2.00
1.50
2.50
5.00
15 00
23.00
15.00
20.00
23.03
20.00
23.00
23.00

Copen Voile, size 18 ..........................................................................................
Copen Voile, size 40 ..........................................................................................
Orange Checked Gingham, size 16 ............................................................
Fushia and White Plaid Voile, size 18 ......................................................
Brown Spot Batiste, size 18 ...........................................................................
Rose Figured Organdie, size 16 ..................................................................
Pongee, size 16 ..................... ..............................................................................
Black and White Vcile, sizes 36-18 ................................. ,........................
1 lot Check Ginghams, sizes 48-50-52 ......................................................
3 Black, Navy and Brown Check Gingham, sizes 18'38-42 ..............
2 Black and White Check Tissue Gingham, sizes 34-36 ....................
1 Tangerine Canton and Georgette Dress, size 18 .............................
1 Orange Georgette Dress, size 18 ...........................................................

10.00
7,50
5.00
12.00
4.00
7 50
5.00
3.75
5.00
5.00
3 75
22.00
25.00

Also in addition to the above dresses we have excel
lent values in Coats and Suits. Come and look them
over.
.

iSeth Witherbee of Boston is in the
city for a couple of weeks, a guest qt
Hotel Rockland. He is an old Warrenite who comes down each year in
the fish seast n to see the aiewives
■ ale the dam and to visit old friends.

Mrs. L. E. Blackington is at Mount
Ida School in Newton, Mass., with
her daughter Clemice for a short
visit.
Mrs. Manfred Humphrey and Mrs.
I’erliy Trask of Tenant's Harbor
were in this city yesterday on their
way lo Portland to attend the Grand
Chapter of Eastern Star.

The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Memorial church will meet with Mrs.
J. N. Farnham, Cedar street, Wed
nesday evening.

Mrs. Olive Walker and sister. Mrs.
forge Wallace of Bath, have rerned from a week’s visit with their
ther, John Stanley, in Swan's la
nd.
They brought their nephew,
alcolm Martin, who makes his
me with Mr. Stanley; and niece,
rtrude Martin, who makes her
■me with her aunt, Mrs. Wallace,
id took them to Silsby Hospital,
here both were operand on sucssfally for adenoids and tonsils,
alcolm returned to Swan's Island
ituyday. and Mrs. Wallace and Ber
ta returned home to, Bath Mon-

BARGAIN BASEMENT

FULLER-C8BB-DAVIS
soon after houseeleaning. but such
was the case. Names were attached
to various parts of the web and the
guests were told to find the other end
on which were attached unique
favors. Miss Bernice Richardson was
pleasantly surprised to find a basket
of dainty linen articles at the end of
her string. A delightful lunch was
served and the evening was passed
pleasantly wit’a games which caused
much merriment.
ROWELL—BR0V7N

Howard E. Rowell cf Union ami
Miss Myrtle A. Brown of Baldwins
ville. Mass., were married last Wed
nesday at the parsonage of Memorial
Church, Baldwinsville, Mass., by the
Rev. Edward Smiley.
They were
attended by Mr. and Mrs. Crosby of
Gardner, Mass., the single l ing cere
mony being used.
The bride was
dressed in blue satin with white over
lace and georgette and blue satin hat
to match.
They will spend their
honeymoon nt the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Rowell, the bridegroom's parrents in Union.

LATEST

FASHION

HINTS

New vests are of leather—imitation
alligator dyed brown, blue, or green
—or of chintz. The pique vest is
worn more and more, as arc linen and
novelty cotton or silk fabrics.
Pearis combined with emeralds in
tlie new scarf—a stock—a choker—
knotted—wound round and round.
Endl; ss ropes of pearls are extremely
nihdish twined thrice about the
throat or wound numerous times
around the wrist.
New is the three-quarter length
"coat sweater” of pastel colored
Shetland yarn.
Gray stockings may break the spell
of nudi. Waite stockings are to he
worn with white shoes, after all.
Ribbed silks are good in summer
wraps and suits. Among these may
he- mentioned faille, bengaline, and
cote dg cheval.
z
Gingham proves the newest med
ium for bathing suits which carry
forth the ensemble costume idea.
• Blossom shades are introduced in
I lingerie in combination with real
j laces.—Dry Goods Economist.

Tommy Anderson Opens
Week’s Engagement With
His ‘‘Beauty Revue”—Pic
tures Also.

ROCKLAND LOCALS

U. S. S. MILWAUKEE
FRIDAY, MAY 30
BROADWAY ATHLETIC FIELD

EMPIRE THEATRE
Today will be the last showing of
“The Fighting Coward,” with Ernest
Torrence r.nd an all star eas .
“Tli
Fighting Coward’’ is an adaptation of
‘Magnolia,’’ the Booth Tarkington
stage success which ran on Broadway
during 1923. It’s a melodramatic
cohiedy of pre-war days in the
S u:h. Cn the same program there is
Chapter 1 of “The Way of a Man.”
“The Shadow of the East.” which
is booked l'or Wednesday and Thurs
day, is a screen version of the popu
lar E. M. Hull novel, made by Wil
liam Fox. This production, in the
cast of which are Frank Mayo, Mil
dred Harris and Norman Kerry, is
said to be a worthy successor to
Hull’s previous book and picture,
“The Sheik.”—adv.

Arthur I. Bates is visiting his parits, Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bates of 24
■hool street for a few days. Mr.
ites has resigned his position as
icmist for the Oxford Paper Co. at
□mford, to accept that of Chief
►alyst for the Aluminum Co. of
mfiica at Massena. N. V.. where he
ili assume his duties June 2,

Charles A. Mitchell returned the
d of the week from Boston.

n ut Glcncove.

The Hi me Missionary Society of
i Congregational church will hold
c closing meeting of the year with
s. W. S. Rounds, 35 Beech street
ednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock,
te study hook, "The l)t lit Eterndl"
II he completed.
Hrs. A. R. Higgs was a guest of
■ cousin. Mrs. Lester Shfbles of
ono. for a few days last week, re•ning Saturday.

Add gas cooking
in February serves
two purposes. It cooks and
it heats the kitchen. In August it
cooks but unfortunately it still
heats the kitchen-— and heats
it unbearably!
The State Crawford combination
range keeps your kitchen com
fortable the year round. On the
coldest winter morning its coal
fire gives cozy warmth. And a
roomy gas oven and four gas

Mrs. C. W. Orbeton is in Lewiston,
where she is the guest of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Earle Ludwick for several
days.

The remains of the late James
Wight were accompanied to this city
yesterday by Mis. Wight, the widow;
William I1. Burpee, Mrs. Winifred
Shaw Fale.s and Mrs. John Fanber.
Louis E. Shaw comes from Orange.
N. J. today.

Mrs. Carl Freeman entenaineel the
Club Elite at a costume party at her
home in the Bicknell Thursday even
ing. One would hardly expect to finel

a

huge cobweb in “Bunny's” house su

1

Call and see the State. It’s mighty
handsome in either black or gray
enamel finish. We’ll put it in your
kitchen on an adjusted payment
plan if you wish.

Crswvford
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
313-315 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

1

Huck Towels with col
ored borders, 31x16, 6
for.........................................

1

Ladies’
fine
quality
Sleeveless Vests, 39c val.,
3 for....................................

1

2 lbs. All Linen Crash,

1

about 1 I yds. in bundle. .

Baby Carriage Blankets,
Mr. and Mrs. William Dexter Bradstreet (Adelyn Bushnell) are guests
ai the Thorndike Hotel for a few
days, after which she will go to Prov
idence to play the lead in tlio Keith
’ Stock company this summer.
She
has recently closed a very successful
season of stock in Texas.

I

handles................................

burners are ready to give addi
tional cooking heat as you may
need it.
This same gas equipment will
take care of all the cooking in
summer, and keep your kitchen
delightfully cool.

The Crawford Adjustable
Broiler has putCrawford Gas
Ranges in a class by them
selves. This wonderful in
vention makes broiling as
Sure and easy as baking!

STRAND THEATRE
THURSDAY, MAY 29

TRIED TO OUT-DO ALL PREVIOUS EFFORTS IN ORDER

YOU’LL REMEMBER THE BARGAINS.

Thursday, Saturday and Monday
JUNE 2
MAY 29 MAY 31

Leatherette Suit Cases,
good lock and leather

and be comfortable

WE’VE

TO MAKE THIS SALE A HISTORY MAKER.

Traveling Bags, 18 inch, I
steel frame, black water
proof, strong
corners,
solid handle, brass lock
and catches, linen lined....

and Mrs. Sidney Maker of
Haven are visiting* Harold A.

lie Chapin Class will meet with
Ella Crio Wednesday evening
The Bicknell.

SAVINGS FOR EVERYBODY.

18 in. Cotton Diaper, one
piece to a customer and
sold only with other
goods, piece......................

Mrs. Franz M. Simmons has joined
her husband in Lewiston, where lie
lias a string of horses in training for
the season’s races.

R. H. S. BOYS’ AND GIRLS' GLEE CLUBS

E. B. Hastings & Co

Women’s 75c Union Suits
2 for.....................................
With bodice top, shell
;knee, band top, shell knee,
lace top, cuff knee.

coal fire

Operetta

LOVE PIRATES OF HAWAII”

Harlan Bird is home from Syrause University.

[is. L. II. Campbell, Mrs. George
St. Clair and Mrs. H. R. Curtis
it yesterday to Portland to atten(|j
sessions of the Grand Lodge, Q.
S. Mrs. Curtis went as delegate
n
Forget-me-not Chapter
of
ith Thomaston, of which she is
thy matron.

BASEBALL

(Preliminary Game)
Tommy Anderson came lo town
yesterday with his "Beauty Revue”
and Park Theatre is still rocking
with tlie laughter and applause
which the troupe generated there in
last night's ■ a rformance.
The com
U
pany 1 rings its own special scenery
and the settings are quite different
VS.
from anything Rockland has ever
seen.
The specially designed cos
tumes worn by the pretty chorus
have not the worn faded appearance,
Presented by
that detracts so seriously from the
majority of road shows.
If Rockland is "dancing mad,” as
some people think, this show will
dance its way into the hearts of the
theatre patrons.
Spread throughout
the entire production are dancing
numbers that would do justice to
Broadway.
In addition to two ex
cellent soft shoe steppers, there is a
ballet dancer.
This comedians introduce jokes
This game is called at 4 o’clock in deference to the
which have not grown mouldy in the
service of the stage.
Fropi begin
ning to end til re is something new in
Memorial Day Exercises
the line of entertainment.
Spe . il musical numbers are pro
There will be no admission charge.
vided by a brass duo, trombone and
saxophone.
The harmony quar
Tickets 35 and 50 cents. Scats checked at the theatre
tet. three male voices ami the prlma
Wednesday (tomorrow) morning, 9 to 12 o’clock.
donna, is an unusual offering, and
won much applause.
DOORS OPEN AT 7:30. CURTAIN AT 8:15.
The program will change Wednes
Tonight at the Grange Hall. Gle'nday and Friday, and the company cov*—Dance by Marston’s.—adv.
FRIENDSHIP
will he found to possess a varied rep
ertoire.
FEATHER MATTRESSES
Itev. T. II. Fernahl of Woolwich,
The regular picture program is
Hove your Feather Beds made in
given coll night in advance of the
up-to-date feather folding mat'
who is at his home in South Waldo
show, commencing at 7.30.
The
tress, one side summer, other side
boro on a two weeks’ vacation, was in
feature pi ture for Wednesday and
winter. Also ronevate all kinds of
Thursday is "In Search of a Thrill.”
fancy pillows. If interested, tele
town last week, calling upon rela g'.ad to meet him once more and to! Lawry entertained their brothor-lnstarring Viola Dana- and for Friday
phone 25-5.
G4-73
tives and friends both at Lawry and rte him looking so well.
il 'W. Rev. T. II. Fernald oc Wooland Saturday it is "Eagle's Feather,”
A. F. IRELAND, Thomaston
Capt. and Mrs. Cyrus Simmons of|uich, recently.
at the Corner. His friends here were
with James Kirkwood.—adv.

Fashion designers have been most
gracious to the women folk this sea
son, creating modes particularly
adapted to slender, lithe lines. Ond is
more lovely tain the other, the vari
ation of types playing an important
part. Only upon seeing this wondrous
showing of summer apparel can you
Just received a very attractive as satisfy yourself how fashionably and
Among the Bates College Seniors
Julia Pendleton and Mrs who will receive their degrees June sortment of summer skirts in various economically you can apparel yourself
p Pierce, who have been spend- 18. is one Knox county student, Em- colors. from $3.98 to $1G.OO. Cutler- for summer at this store. Cutler
Cook Co.—adv.
Cook Co.—adv.
the winter in Lynn, have been roye M. Burns of Rockport.
liting Mrs. Helen Pendleton, Cedar
■eet, and are on their way to their
me in Northport.

Miss Jean McKenzie has returned
nm visits in Boston and Waterville
the latter city she was the guest
Mrs. Frank Miles.

rpj'g.r5jajafBrajarartjRfajHJzrgul I

PARK THEATRE

FULLER-COBB-QAVIS
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1

36x48, pink and blue. . . .

All Linen Table Damask,

64 in. wide, I yprd..........

1
1

Turkish Towels, 29 cent $
value, 5 for....................

White and Colored Ratine, value 62’/2c Per
yard, 2 yards.....................................................
Lockwood Cotton, 40 in., 5 yards...................
Lunch Boxes..........................................................
1 % yards Turkey Red Damask......................
All Linen Crash, 5 yards.....................................
Crepe Bloomers, outsize, 2 for ......................
Straw Shopping Baskets, assorted sizes..........
Children’s $1.25 Rompers..................................
Oilcloth Luncheon Bets, 2 for........................
$1.50 Bath Mats . ?............................................
White and Colored Plisse, 39c value, 3 yds. . .
3 yards Oilcloth.....................................................
Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas...........................
3 yards 36 inch Cretonne................................
Ladies’ Robes, white and colored......................
$1.50 Marquisette Curtains .............................
Bates Gingham, spring styles, 32 in., 4 yds.
Corsets, several styles, all sizes........................
Embroidered Pillow Cases, 2 for......................
Sheets, 72x90 and 81x90..................................
Ladies’ Colored and White Lingette Bloomers
Pillow Slips, 42x36, 4 for.....................................
Linen 1 owels, colored borders, 4 for..............
Ladies’ Silk Vests, bodice top, all colors ....
6 yards Bleached Cotton.....................................
6 yards Percale.....................................................
Corduroy, all colors, 1 yard................................
3 Percale Aprons .................................................
Mercerized Table Damask, 54 in., 2 yds..........
Fancy Border Turkish Towels, 2 for............
White Petticoats, regular and outsize............
6 yards Gingham .................................................
Ladies’ Vests, 4 for............................. .............
25c Batting, 5 rolls..............................................
Leatherette Shopping Bags, 2 fpr...................
Sateen Petticoats, black and colored ruffles
Eden f lannel, 5 yards.........................................
White Enamel Cake and Bread Tins..............
2 Envelope Chemise..............................................
6 Mercerized Napkins.........................................
5 yards Percale, 25c value..................................
7 yards Crash.......... •............................................
25c White Long Cloth, 36 in., 5 yards ....

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Ladies’Silk Butterfly Hose
fashioned leg, all colors,
black, brown, white, log
cabin, pigeon, filbert and
coating, 2 pairs.................
Aluminum
Ware—Tea
Kettles, Double Boilers,
Roasters,
Percolators,
Stew Kettles and Ther
mos Bottles........................

I

I

Children’s 25c Ribbed
Hose, black or brown, 6
pairs for...............................

1

Children’s Khaki Knickers
and Middies to match,
ages 6 to 14 years, ea. . . .

1

Scalloped
and
Hem
stitched Table Cloths,
58x58 ............................. .'.

1

Bungalow Aprons, $1.25
and $1.39 value, ging
ham and percale...............

1

Gordon Outsize Silk Hose

black and brown...............

I

ham-

1

White

Petticoats,

burg ruffle, 2 for.............

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

American Flags, 4x6 feet,
fast color.............................

3/2 lbs. Gingham Pieces
for patchwork

\

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

1

1
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AND

MUSIC

MUSICIANS

AMERICAN

•*»*~*«**«**~*..*~*M*~*..*..*..*~*,.*.

What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To For
ward the Interests of Musical Art.
Since Paul Whiteman came into the : groups if pongs—one from the classic,
limelight ull sorts of stories havejon( from modern french and the
been in circulation regarding his ca I third chiefly. Russian, and that while
pier voice at times seemed husky, the
reer and life previous to becoming the |!,.
Xuber: nee tf her personalitty, with
exuberance
“Jazz King." One says that he was I the vividness of her singing, made
with the Boston Symphony, having one forget that small factor,
had an extraordinary musical edu- I
cation; another that he was a penni- ! ’ never red a ‘lp«rrlption of on. ■
less lad and that it was necessary «t|l* Geraldine Farrar s gowns hut that I
the humble beginning of his present! Ihnik of the t.me sue appeared at,
career to work his way from the Pa-jlhe feietiv^l in Portland several years1
dfic Coast. These are only two of iag0 *n a cre.it.on t'.iat caused no end
manv stories. But the June issue cfj "f enmm.nt. J cannot attempt to
the American Magazine contains a 1 dp’crlt>f‘
: the cen8or Wou!d delete
short article which tells that ' Paul: nealI-v of '»• 1 am sure' 1 reca11' »<”•
Whiteman was born in Denver in Ithat Geraldine were this gown at a,
1890. and came of a musical family.
His father. Wilberforce J. Whiteman, I and some of the members of the au
has been superintendent of music in dience we:e so horrified '.hat they left
the Denver public schools for 35 the hall.
years, and his mother was an oratorio
singer. Paul studied the violin and t 1 saw a very fine movie Tuesday
his sister studied vocal. At 19 he evening—Francis Hodgson Burnett's
Joined the Denver Symphony Orches “Lady of Quality." A costumed pic-1
tra. remaining in the viola section ture,
... which seemed to me to be very
for four years. He then joined the
1 produced as to the times.,
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra Virginia Valli played the part of
“Clorinda Wildairs" in this most ro
as first violinist.
■Mr. Whiteman got his idea of the mantic story. Although Miss Valli
adaptation of jazz one evening while is a prominent figure in the film
world I had never seen her before.'
eating dinner in a restaurant on the
Barbary Coast, San Francisco. While She surely is a beautiful woman with 1
listening to an outlaw quintet play glorious long dark curls and deep
ing the jazz of the African jungle, he dark <yes. a sensitive and rather piwatched the people around him. and triclan face. She was idea! in the
wondered why men and women entoy i*'art
t lorlndj . . .
it. Then and there he made a dis-1 „
_
,,
,
.
every about human nature. "Jazz
Robert Creighton tells me that durls a state of mind, a mood. It Is thel'"* a recent trip to Boston he saw
American punch in music. All hu-! Douglas Fanotnks in The Th ef of
wan beings must let themselves g0! Bagdad’ and was fearfully dlsapoccasionally in one way or another, i pointed in the production, but that
Some who are inclined to be bols’.er- DeMille's "T< n Commandments" more
this disappointa vigorous
and-, than made up for ...
ous by‘nature need _
. ------- ------,
energetic outlet. Fun for them means |mt'nL as 11 ls 1 vronderful production
making a lot of noise anil ’cutting;1" ever> respect. In detail, in aeJng
I spectacular effects, and the genera!
capers. Jazz gives them the exhaust
valve they need.” Shortly after thi magnitude cf the thing. “Let’s hepe
he resigned from the San Francisco it comes to Rockland, and don't miss
Symphony Orchestra and formed his it 1“ Mr. Creighton said.
own orchestra of 15 pieces. As the
I saw a viry attractive picture in
musicians practiced, Mr. Whiteman
studied the instruments. In addition a recent issue of "MiixtiI Ameers"
to the horns, piano and drum, he hsd cl Aimard Tokatyan anil his bride.
two violins, a cello and banjo. But The bride must be a winsome bru
vivid color was lacking; the muse nette.
• • • •
was sad. It was not jazz. So he de
Gertrude S. Davis, fur nearly 20
cided that he must put as much good
humor as possible into the music. He years accompanist at the Western
dismissed the ’cello as a gloom-maker Maine Music Festival in F’ortland. has
and purchased a saxaphone and gave accepted the position of organist at
that instrument the first real oppor the Immanuel church, succeeding
tunity it had ever had. He taught it Ethtl M. Fullerton, who resigned on
to laugh, squeal, do stunts and to account of ill health.
« « • •
throw its hat into the air. He em
It is rumored that Will MacFarlane
phasized exact tempo and decisive
is to return to Portland as municipal
rhythm.
He really did' not j^ain particular organist. I! th's is true it will bring
notice until he was sent to the open much joy not only to the citizens of
ing of the new Ambassador Hotel in Portland, but to the many from sur
Atlantic City. A well-known phono rounding cities and towns who have
graph company was having a con heard him with so much pleasure.
♦ . . •
vention there. His music was so
A
record
demonstration
was given
different that the company’s repre
sentatives persuaded him to*sign a Ei win Xyiregyhazi, pianist, when he
four-year contract, which was re BpiH'.tred at Lewiston City hall, in the
cently renewed for a similar period Maine series of the Chapman con
During the next year the manage certs. 1 note from newspapers that
ment of the Palais Roy ale in New all cudlences expressed their ap
York City engaged Whiteman and his preciation of this great artist in
orchestra. Today at the age of 33. veritable ovations.
• • • •
he is one of the most popular
Harris Stackpole Shaw, organist,
musicians in this country and in Eu
rope. He has 36 orchestras playing was the soloist at the new organ d:d■every night in New York, Chicago, ication in the Christ Episcopal
St. Louis, Providence, South America church. Lonsdale. R. I.. April 30.
and Europe and one that travels back Mr. Shaw played a program of classic
and forth on the “Leviathan.” His and modern works.
original orchestra of 15 men has
worked five hours a night, seven
FRED M. HALL
nights a w«k, for six years. It has
two rehearsals a week, of three hours
Fred M. Hall, formerly a resident
each. At least one day a week is of Westboro and widely known here,
spent in the recording library of the died suddenly Tuesday in Worces
Victor Talking Machine Co. making ter. where he had been employed for
records. His contract with these peo several years as cashier for the Ideal
ple agrees to turn out 48 of these a Lunch Co., at 417 Main street.
He
year.
was preparing to r » to work and had
• • * •
completed dressing when he wa?
He was found dead in his
I had a most interesting chat with stricken.
Mr. Hall was 66 years old
John Roibinsan of the V. F. Studley. room.
As a
Inc. stcre regarding the Maine Con and was boi n in Warren. Me.
sistory' recently held in Portland. Our bov and young man he lived with an
For 20 years he
talk was particularly with regard to aunt in, Rocklar.d.
the music, which was very fine. The was employed by J. Fern Hill
Scottish Rite quartet consisted of as clerk at the Westboro Inn, the
Frank Eugene Thomas, first tenor- close association of the two men ter
Joseph Walker
Whitney,
second minating only after the Inn was de
He
tenor; Howard Reed Stevens, bari stroyed by fire Oct 12. 1917.
tone, and Harry Freeman Merrill had been a frequent visitor here since
bass. Howard Stevens is a familiar and came to see Mr. Hill two weeks
name to most of us. and did fine work ago, at which time it was evident
in this quartet, hut Mr. Robinson that his physical condition was in
He had insisted
spoke especially of Mr. Merrill, th' precarious state.
bass, whose work was unusually upon active work daily despite con
Surviving him is a
good. The orchestra of six pieces was tinued illness.
Funeral
under the direction cf Charles Mel nephew living in Athol.
ville Brocks, lender of the bund re cervices were in Worcester on Wed
cently organized in Portland. The nesday, the Iv'dy being taken to
for
cremation.—The
organist was Walter Stevens Smith. Springfield
The Masons have a tw'o manual organ Southboro (Mass.) Chronotype
in their Portland temple, a sweet
toned instrument, and played with
much skill by Mr. Smith.
» * * •
Geraldine Farrar and her company
gave a concert in Augusta on the
Two Marble Imposing Sur
evening of May 19. She was greeted
faces. size 31x38 in. and
by a small but appreciative audience.
Mies Farrar was gowned in a creation
30x60 in.; also Shafting
of silver brocade with crystal em
and Pulleys.
broidery and jewels, and carried a
flame colored fan of ostrich. The
Inquire at This Office
review said that she sang three

FOR SALE

Smoke with a smile
The smile of satis
faction derived from
the mild fragrance
of A
B.C.M ecigar

H M. DE ROCHEMONT
l06 Pleasant Street

PLUM BING
Telephone 244-W.
«-o-d-tf-U7

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 27, 1924,

HEATING

Two Ideal Investments

VtEGIOW

WAR DAYS OF ’61
Experience of a Rockport
Captain With the Confed
erate Capt. Semmes.

Political Advertisement

Political Advertisement

LOUIS A. JACK ADDRESSES THE
REPUBLICAN VOTERS OF MAINE

Capt. Edwin T. Amsbury, who now'
East Rockaway Post of The Ameri
makes Ills home at 1914 Locust ave-1
This is an important election.
can Legion at Lynbrook. N. Y.. owns nue, Pasadena. Calif., was born in j
a stand of colors which was pre North Havm, Me.. April 3. 1837, and
It is the duty of every voter to cast his or her Ixtllot.
sented by Ajuj. Gen. Robert Lee Dul
has therefore just celebrated his 87;h
lard.
birthday. He removed to Rockport
The issues are clear.
* . • •
in 1840. When 15 years old he ship
American Legion property in South
First: In Maine we will decide whether Maine is
ped on board the new ship Borodino,
Carolina has been made exempt from built .by Carleton. Norwood & Co.,
for or against the public school system.
taxation by action of the State Legis bound from Rockport to Liverpool in
lature.
Second: In Washington we will decide whether
ballast.
The list of vessels on
* • • •
Maine is for .men who believe that the political tilth
which lie served from boy to captain
Members of the American Legion in follows: Ship Borodino, boy and sea
around Washington should be cleaned up or covered up.
Massachusetts are taking care not to man; brig Tallnab. second mate;
lose the skill in markmanship they bark Richard, second mate; schoomr
On the first question, I am for the public school
Investors in Sawyer fotwear receive big returns
acquired during the war. Scores of Snow Squall, mate and captain; brig
system.
Legion
Posts
in
the
Bay
State
have
in comfort, satisfaction and long service.
These facts
Katalidin, mute and captain; and as
organized ride teams, and the State captain on schooner C. F. Young
()n the second question, I am for cleaning up the
department
plans
this
summer
to
hold
have been proven for over 50 years by the continued pat
Schooner E. J. Talbot, schooner I).
political tilth abound Washington, not covering it up.
an inter-poet rifle miet. Cambridge Talbot, schooner Maine Law. schoon
ronage of our wearers, and the steadily increasing demand
Legionalres are the champions at er Carrie M. Rich, schooner R. E.
A Republican traitor or rascal is no better than a
present by dint of halving won a simi Deckir, brig C. S. Packard, bark Jen
Democratic
traitor or rascal in the eves of the law.
uijra
for our products. In view of the fact that we are obliged
lar match at the Wakefield Navy nie Harkness, ship S. D. Carleton,
Range, last summer with a score of ship Henry B. Hyde.
to develop our capacity,at a time when many shoe concerns
LOUIS A. JACK,
3S7 out of a possible 400 points. The
Capt. Amsbury belongs to St. Paul
gold medal for the highest individual Lodge, No. 82 F. & A. M., and Order
arc closing their factories, is a proof of the popularity of
Republican Candidate for the United States Senate.
score is now held by Harry B. Mar of the Eastern Star No. 137. both
Sawyer footwear.
sh; II of Cambridge, who made 99 of of Rockport. He became a member
a possible 100.
of Claremont Commandery, No. 9.
• • • •
Knights Templar, of Rockland, in
The same management that has successfully handled
National Conventions of the Amer September, 1890. and switched off to Capt. Palmer told me If I had any nishing the steamer with shot and
ican Legion are beginning to assume Camd n Commandery No. 23. He is trouble with the consul agent or cus shell
its affairs through their long and prosperous career is un
till aspect of national industrial and an honorary member of Keystone R. tom house to set my flag union down
I arrived, at St. Thomas Nov. 22.
lgricultural fairs, as well as of vet A. .Chapter, No. 24. of Camden, since and he would oome ill and tow me out 1861, reporting to the U. S. Consul
changed. It has no mortgage or bonded indebtedness that
eran reunions. The Sixth National 1870. Capt. Amsbury has been ship or blow the town down. The agent with Iroquois mail and loaded 200
makes its “% preferred stock, selling at par, with a par
Legion Convention, to be at St. Paul. wrecked twice. Once was on the would not givt me vessel papers, nor tons coal, water, too barrels provlsSept. 15 to 19. inclusive will see ex schooner E. J. Talbot, in Rock|>ort the custom house clear my vessel. I | Ions, officers, wash clothes of the
ticipation in its profits to net 8% a very attractive invest
hibits from a dozen states. Many harbor. “My owner.” he says, "was told them they cou'.d keep the papers, Iroquois, etc., and was ordered to re
Legion departments in the corn twit on board and took charge. We were the man-of-war would give me ail port to the U, S. S. Dakotah when
ment.
ready for sea. ' On Nov. 23 at 8 p. m.
already are laying plans to bring on bound to Bangor, with head wind, the papers I needed.
The last Sunday I was there a I reported all ready, and the Dakotah
extensive exhibits. But they are dost blowing a gale. Hi lost his wig and
to this city. The Florida Department, j Sunday suit of clothes, and had no French man-of-war came into port took me In tow for Martinique
Write for prospectus which shows the unusual quali
however, announces that it will bring insurance. He also lost $15,000, and and worked all day boating shot and (French Island). At 8 p. m. the 24th
a complete exhibition of Everglade I lost $1590.
I saved his life by shell and clothing to the Confederate iwe saw a steamer to windward which
ties of this offering. You assume no obligation.
products. Florida took two carloads maklrg him drink half a pint of gin." Sumter. When we left the Iroquois looked like the Confederate steamer
of oranges and grapes to the New Or The other vessel shipwrecked was at night the Frenchman manned a Florida. The Dakotah set her flag
boat and mil. red me on board. The hut got no answer, so gave her a
leans Legion convention in 1922 and the Carrie M. Rich.
almost a carload of cocoanuts.
Capt Amsbury has sent to The captain could talk good English. He shot. No answer yet coming, the Da
• * • *
Courier-Gazette the following nar told me I could not go on board the kotah sent an 11-Inch shell right
A clubhouse built completely of logs rative of some of his sea experiences: American man-of-war any more— under the ljoW. Fp went the English
said It was against the law. 1 told Hag. She was an English man-ofwill be erected by the American
• • • •
L. gion Post at Seward, Alaska. Each
Some cf th» voyages were in the him I did not wish to go again. I war.
member has pledged himself to sup time of the civil war of 1S61. Bound asked what he was doing ail day. furThe Dakotah was on her way home
ply two pieces of timber of sufficient from New York to the French island
A Successful Maine Corporation
from China. All of the officers were
size for the building, which will be of Martinique, West Indies, on Oct.
! Southern men except the captain and
erected with an eye to preserve the 10, 1861, when off shore of the island.
r ] sailors. She stayed at St. Thomas to
pioneer traditions of the town as well I fell in with the Confederate ship
■ eoal up and get news. My orders
Bangor, Me.
as for its utility.
Sumter, Capt. Semmes. Being only
I from the Iroquois in case of my ar• « • •
two miles eft' shore he did not
| rival at Martinique and finding the
There are 324 inhabitants in Lake- trouble me.
He had on board the
I Dakotah gone wak to stay 48 hours,
field. Minn. The American Legion captains and crews of two vessels
thin proceed to St. Thomas and wait
Post there has 104 members.
that he l ad sunk—the schooner Dan
! orders. The Custom House officer
• « • »
I came im hoard and demanded a maniel Trowbridge, Capt. Lyons, of New
A $5 contribution to the Indianapo Haven, and the brig Joseph Parks
1 ifest oPlhe cargo. I told him I had
A NEST OF MOUNTAINS turrets clearly outlined. It Is soft lis American Legion Child Welfare of
Bucksport. Capt. Parks, who lost
gray, tinted with rose. Sea blrxl[none, for it all belonged to the U. S.
I Fund was among the first received in $800 in gold. The Sumter could not
GROCERSBAKERS
,-lrcle It. screaming dismally."
’ S. Iroquois. The officer took me to
|the Legion's campaign to care for land his captives unless our consul
Something About the Local
A Sale* Slip
I* often your
; the Custom House, where I was fined
j 5.000 orplians of World War veterans, agent would take care cf them.
customer's tost impression of you.
12500' francs which I refused to pay.
HUDSON-ESSEX COACHES
ity Where Major Martin
j This check came from John J. Fer- Capt. Semmes let one of the captains
WtH* our S*rvtc* O*pt tor *vsc*«t>*n4
but I did pay five francs buoy- fee
Irucio of Veterans Bureau Hospital
after stopping 48 hours. If they
THE POTTER PRESS
tfust ns it takes a champion ath No. 60 at Otein, S. C. “I am not go on shore on parole to see the V. S.
Had His Narrow Escape.
631 SOUTH ST
WALTHAM. MASS
Agent, who being an Englishman
stopped me. I could leave the vessel.
lete to show best under the severest
long for this World,” wrote Ferrucio: did not have much love for any
They concluded to let me go.
145T261
Port Moller and Chignik Bay, and competition, so the Hudson-Essex I “I went to do as much as I can to
American.
He declined to take care
the mountains between, along the coaches have scored their greatest help the needy."
of the vessel crews.
Capt. Semmes
success in this spring's highly com• * •
Alaska Peninsula, are described in •I, petitive
market, avvurumg
according io
to iteorge
George
inMu»c ubHAvi,
ipe Tait Post of the American did not want to take them to sea.
for he was going North to take
the following bulletin issued today W. Snow, Hudson-Essex distributor. 1 j ,./, on
at Richmond. Va.. will soon charge of his new vessel, the Ala
lonal Geographic So- . -^r- Snow declared that 1924 h.is been 'paSg 0out of existence. Membership bama.
from the National
ciety’s Wa«hin«ton. D. C., htadquar- ’
. ar?^SJ and most successful year 'a:rea(jy
dwindling. YC ithin a year
My vessel was the schooner E. J.
istory.
ters in connection with the escape of ln ls ,lstor
y» despite a gene.al lul
lull the $„«.♦
•— —
«n vhate gone to Talbot, and the only American in
last member
will
in
business
as
a
whole,
and
tlat
h
Major Martin.
new fields. The post is c imposed of port.
I went with the Yankee cap
“The Aleutian range, between those attributed this fact to the utihiy anil students of the I'r.ion Theological tain to consult our consul agent.
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